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Subject: City of Hamilton Procedural Bylaw and Charter Weighting 
From: Joey Coleman 
Date: 2018-06-21 11:08 AM 
To: "Auty, Nicole" <nicole.auty@hamilton.ca> 
CC: "Murray, Chris" <chris.murray@hamilton.ca>, "Pilon, Janet" 
<Janet.Pilon@hamilton.ca> 

Ms. Auty, 

Reviewing the proposed Procedural Bylaw there are �umerous instances where the City of 
Hamilton proposes to restrict expressive activities. 

As such, I'm requesting the minutes of staff decision making in regards to changes and 
non-changes to the Procedural Bylaw as it relates to the required weighting of Section 
2(b) rights of the Charter against the various restrictions proposed. 

Can you please produce these minutes prior to 12noon on Monday to allow for myself and 
other members of the public to review them prior to submitting comment to the Governance 
Committee in regards to the staff recommendations. 

Please note that as the Procedure Bylaw does propose to restrict expression engaged by 
Section 2(b) of the Charter, I maiexercise my right to potentially challenge this By-Law 
at the Divisional Court. 

Thank you, 

Joey Coleman 
Independent Journalist 
Publisher, The Public Record 
VJ\-Jvl. the pub lie record. ca 
@JoeyColeman 
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Subject: Re: Delegation Request - Governance Committee - June 26 2018 
From: "Joey Coleman, The Public Record"  
Date: 2018-06-25 12:10 PM 
To: "Auty, Nicole" <Nicole.Auty@hamilton.ca>, Joey Coleman 
                          , "Pilon, Janet" <Janet.Pilon@hamilton.ca> 
CC: "Murray, Chris" <Chris.Murray@hamilton.ca>, "Zegarac, Mike" 
<Mike.Zegarac@hamilton.ca> 

The fact that City staff are not releasing why they believe the proposed Charter 
infringements meet the Oakes Test means that I will have to make a longer submission to 
the Committee than what would be needed if I knew why the City Manager's Office believes 
the proposed infringements are necessary. 

I believe this is an unreasonable decision, and am left wondering what, if any, decision 
making process was undertaken by the government officials involved in these 
recommendations. The City Manager's Office could be using a proverbial Magic 8-Ball for 
all that is known of the decision making. 

Joey Coleman 
Resident, City of Hamilton 
 
 

On 2018-06-25 12:01 PM, Auty, Nicole wrote: 

Mr. Coleman, 

I understand you have made a delegation request to attend and make submissions to the 
Governance sub-committee. Any concerns you have regarding the by-law or provisions 
therein can be raised at that time. Staff will be present at the Governance Review 
sub-committee meeting and can provide the committee members with any information in 
response to any concerns that that committee may request. 

You may request any documents under FOI, however, there may be exemptions that apply to 
the release of any documents. 

Nicole Auty 
City Solicitor 
Legal Services, City of Hamilton 
(905) 546-2424 Ext.4636

MOVE NOTIFICATION: Effective Monday, July 9, 2018, Legal and Risk Management Services 
will be located at 50 Main St. East, Hamilton, ON LSN 1E9. 

The contents of this message are privileged and confidential, intended only for the 
recipients named above, and are subject to solicitor and client privilege. This message 
may not be copied, reproduced or used in any manner without the express written 
permission of the sender. If you have received this e-mail and are not the intended 
recipient, please delete it and call 905 546 4520, collect if calling long distance. 
Thank you. 

-----Original Message----
From: Joey Coleman 
Sent: June-22-18 11:50 AM 
To: Pilon, Janet 
Cc: Murray, Chris; Auty, Nicole 
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Subject: Delegation Request - Governance Committee - June 26 2018 

Ms. Pilon, 

I formally request to delegate to the Committee during Tuesday's meeting 
in regards to the proposed Charter infringements contained within the 
Procedural Bylaw. 

I will take the time necessary to explain why provisions of the Bylaw 
will not withstand the Oakes Test in a Divisional Court, and why the 
Bylaw as proposed by staff is unreasonable and cannot stand. 

I've requested the minutes of staff decision making, as staff are 
required to conduct a weighting test whenever they propose to restrict 
Section 2(b) Charter Rights. I will be using these minutes as part of my 
delegation. 

Thank you, 

Joey Coleman 
Resident 
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Feldman, Lauwers and Miller JJ.A.
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Fredrick Bracken, Applicant (Appellant)

and

The Town of Fort Erie, Respondent (Respondent)

Fredrick Bracken, acting in person

Christine Carter and Michael Krygier-Baum, for the respondent

Heard: November 17, 2016

On appeal from the jud ment of Justice T. Maddalena of the Superior Court of Justice, dated Febmaiy 12, 2016, with

reasons reported at 2016 ONSC 1122 ( CanLID.

B.W. Miller J.A.:

Overview

[1] The appellant, Mr. Bracken, describes himself as a citizen journalist. When he disagrees with government

decisions, he states his opinions, demands answers, and makes use of traditional means of protest, such as  arch ng in

the town square. He also video records his protests and interactions, sometimes aggressively questioning people at a

proximity they find uncomfortable. He can be confrontational, loud, agitated, and excitable. He is a large man and

some people find him intimidating.

[2] The respondent, the Town of Fort Erie, is like all employers, required to take steps to protect the safety of its

employees. It has a Workplace Violence Prevention Policy, and a Workplace Violence Committee and Officer. When

Mr. Bracken protested outside the Town Hall on June 16, 2014, an employee inside Town Hall who had never seen a

protest before was alarmed. She placed the Town Hall under lockdown, and advised the interim Chief Administrative

Officer of her fears for her safety and the safety of others.

[3] The CAO gave instructions to call the police, issue a trespass notice, and direct Mr. Bracken to leave. The

police attended and directed Mr. Bracken to leave. He refused. He was arrested, handcuffed, and held in the back of a

police cruiser for 15 minutes. He was then issued a trespass notice banning him from all Town property for one year, as

well as given a provincial offences ticket for failing to leave. He tore up the trespass notice and left the premises

without further incident.

[4] As I explain below, the Town s response to Mr. Bracken s protest, in expelling him from the premises and

issuing the trespass notice, was a violation of his rights under the Canadian Charter of Ri hts and Freedoms. I would

quash the trespass notice.

[5] In what follows, I will set out the events of June 16, 2014, which must be placed in the context of an on¬

going dispute between Mr. Bracken and the Town of Fort Erie, particularly with its former interim CAO, Richard

Brady. I will then address the errors in the reasons of the application judge, which led her to conclude, mistakenly, that

Mr. Bracken’s acts of protest were not protected by s. 2(hi of the Charter. This will require an analysis of both s. 2(b)



and s 1 of the Charter. I will not address Mr. Bracken s claim under s 7 of the Charter, because it is not necessary for

the resolution of this appeal.

Background to the protest

[6] Mr. Bracken was angered by the Town’s decision to introduce a by-law permitting a medical marijuana

facility to be built across the street from his home. The by-law was on the agenda for a Council meeting on June 16,

2014. He believed that he had been misled by Mr. Brady, when the latter had been interim CAO, about the content of

the proposed by-law. Mr. Bracken had attended previous Town Council meetings and had made a video recording on at

least one occasion. He had also attended at the front desk of Town Hall some weeks prior to June 16, pounded his fist

on the counter, and angrily demanded to meet with Mr. Brady. He had a video recorder with him. His aggressive

behaviour was frightening to the Town employee working at the counter on that day. Mr. Brady came, reprimanded Mr.

Bracken for his aggressive behaviour towards the staff member, and then proceeded to a closed door meeting with him

about the marijuana facility and the proposed by-law. No further action was taken against Mr. Bracken on that day.

[7] Subsequently, several of the em loyees working at Town Hall discussed Mr. Bracken’s outburst among

themselves, and watched some of Mr. Bracken’s videos that he had uploaded to Youtube. The videos themselves were

not in the record before the Court, and the only description was that they were video recordings made by Mr. Bracken

as he ran up to people and questioned them. Althou h the evidence from some em loyees is that watching these videos

was a principal source of their concern about Mr. Bracken, there is nothing in the record to explain why this was the

case, other than Mr. Brady’s complaint that Mr. Bracken filmed too close to people’s faces.

2. The protest at To n Hall - June 16, 2014

[8] On June 16, 2014, Mr. Bracken attended at Town Hall to protest the scheduled vote on the by-law permitting

the marijuana facility to operate across the road from his home. The meeting was scheduled to begin at 6 p.m. He

arrived around 5 p.m., entered the unlocked Council chamber and placed a note on each councillor’s desk, as well as

the media desk. The notes expressed his objection to Council’s expected decision regarding the marijuana facility:

Congratulations on being the ONLY COUNCIL AND STAFF IN CANADA to go under the 70m setback
recommended by Health Canada and the provincial D-6 guidelines. You crooks must be proud[.j

[9] He then left the Council chamber and set up his protest outside. On his evidence, he wanted to ensure that his

megaphone would not be audible inside the Council chamber. He did not want to disrupt the meeting. To check the

volume of the megaphone, he turned on its siren, set it on the ground outside, and ran back into the empty Council

chamber. He shut the doors behind him and listened for the sound of the siren. When he was content that it could not be

heard, he ran back outside through the Town Hall to turn it off again. He moved quickly, he explained, because he was

concerned that someone from the nearby skateboard park would steal the megaphone while he was gone.

[10] He began his protest, shouting  kill the bill  while walking from the parking lot to the front doors of the
Town Hall, where his presence activated the motion sensor that opened the doors. He shouted other things, including

calling Mr. Brady a liar and a communist, and demanding that Mr. Brady be fired.

[11] Although Mr. Bracken did not encounter anyone either time that he ran in and out of the Council chamber, he

was observed by Victoria Schultz, the Town employee who had originally felt threatened by Mr. Bracken’s aggressive

behaviour at the counter some weeks earlier. And his siren was also audible to some other employees inside Town Hall,

particularly when the automatic doors opened. Signe Hansen, the Manager of Parks and Open Space Development,

heard the siren from within her office located at the rear of the second floor of the building. She came out to

investigate, and found some of her co-workers gathered on the second floor balcony, watching Mr. Bracken’s protest

below. She watched “from a safe distance  as Mr. Bracken walked back and forth and shouted into his megaphone.

Several of the staff members with her on the balcony “expressed fear for their safety . She deposed that she also



became conce  ed that Mr. Bracken s  erratic behaviour  would intimidate persons coming to the Council meeting,

which was scheduled to begin an hour later.

[12] Ms. Hansen moved downstairs to alert the current interim CAO, Tom Kuchyt. She was informed that he was

in a closed meeting with the mayor, the councillors, and all of the senior staff (including Mr. Brady). They had not

heard Mr. Bracken and were unaware of the commotion. Ms. Hansen was sufficiently alarmed to interrupt the meeting,

which she and Mr. Kuchyt both stressed was an unprecedented act, in order to get directions. She appeared to Mr.

Kuchyt to be flustered and upset, and advised him that Mr. Bracken was present and pacing outside the front entrance

with a megaphone, that he had run into the building towards Council chambers, that he appeared agitated, and that the

staff were fearful for their safety.

[13] As interim CAO, Mr. Kuchyt is responsible for the administration of Town property. He also has duties under

the Occupational Health and Safety Act. R.S.O. 1990. c. O. l. particularly with respect to the obligation to maintain a

workplace free of violence and harassment. On the basis of the information he received from Ms. Hansen, Mr. Kuchyt

consulted with Mr. Brady and they determined that they “had had enough of [Mr. Bracken’s] intimidating behaviour .

Mr. Kuchyt directed Beverley Bradnam, his Executive Assistant, to prepare a trespass notice and to call the police.

Once the notice was ready, Mr. Brady was to go outside and tell Mr. Bracken to leave the premises. If Mr. Bracken

refused to leave, Mr. Brady was to hand him the trespass notice.

[14] Mr. Brady then watched Mr. Bracken for a few minutes from inside the Town Hall. No one from the Town

confronted him. A police officer arrived and advised Mr. Bracken that a trespass notice had been issued by the Town,

and directed Mr. Bracken to leave the premises. Mr. Bracken refused and was arrested and placed in handcuffs. He was

then placed in the back of a police cruiser and held for 15 minutes. After Mr. Bracken had been arrested, Mr. Brady

went outside, gave the police officer the trespass notice and a covering letter to give to Mr. Bracken. After Mr. Bracken

was released, the police officer provided him with the trespass notice and letter, which he tore up, as well as the

provincial offences ticket.

[15] The letter stated “this extraordinary action has been taken as a result of your persistent and escalating

confrontational behaviour with Town staff.  The trespass notice provided that Mr. Bracken was not to enter three Town

properties for a period of one year: Town Hall, the Municipal Campus, and the Public Works Yard. On cross-

examination, Mr. Kuchyt explained that these three locations were chosen because they were all the Town properties

where Town employees worked.

[16] Exceptions were made in the trespass notice for Mr. Bracken to make an appointment in advance with the

CAO to attend at Town Hall on Town business. He was also permitted to use the drop box in the public parking area to

pay his property taxes.

[17] The provincial offences ticket was later withdrawn. Mr. Bracken brought this application challenging the

constitutionality of the trespass notice under a_2(b) and sJ7 of the Charter.

The reasons of the application judge

[18] The application judge dismissed Mr. Bracken’s application on the basis that he “crossed the line of peaceful

assembly and protest , was engaged in acts of violence, and that his expression therefore “cannot be protected under

section 2fbl of the Charter.   at para. 98. She rejected Mr. Bracken’s argument that he was protesting peacefully:

“Given the overwhelming evidence to the contrary, which I accept, I’m not persuaded that he was, under the

circumstances of that day, protesting peacefully. On the contrary, I accept that his language was shouting,

incomprehensible, and his behaviour was erratic and intimidating. : at para. 95. She concluded that “this was a

legitimate use of a trespass notice to protect public and staff, so there has been no 2(b) violation of the Charter of

Rights and Freedoms.”: at para. 101.

[19] Because she concluded that Mr. Bracken had no right under s. 2fb) to protest in the manner that he did, the

application judge found that his rights had not been limited by government action, and it was therefore not necessary to



proceed to an analysis under s  to determine whether any limits placed on his rights could be justified. She also

d termined that the absence of a s. 2fb) infringement made it unnecessary to consider Mr. Bracken's further claim

under s 7 of the Charter.

[20] The application judge dismissed the application.

Analysis

[21] The application judge made an error of law in concluding that Mr. Bracken s protest did not come within the

ambit of s. 2fb] of the Charter. Consequently, she did not conduct the subsequent analysis to determine whether the

expulsion and trespass notice limited Mr. Bracken s s. 2fb] rights, or whether such limitation was nevertheless justified

under sM of the Charter. She further erred in concluding that her finding on the s,  (b) claim was also dispositive of

Mr. Bracken’s s l claim. Additionally, there were palpable and overriding factual errors concerning Mr. Bracken’s

conduct on June 16, 2014.

[22] I will set out below the principles of s 2(b) jurisprudence, before conducting the s. 2(h) and s, 1 analyses that
ought to have been performed. I begin by addressing some of the procedural irregularities of this application.

The Procedural Irregularities

[23] First, the application was moot at the time it was heard, as the trespass notice had already expired. The

application judge exercised her discretion to hear it, deciding that the issue was of some importance, particularly since

the conflict was likely to recur given the relationship between the parties. I agree.

[24] Second, the form in which the application proceeded raises some difficulties. Mr. Bracken, who has been

self-represented throughout, applied for a declaration that his Charter rights had been infringed. There was, however, a

preliminary question that was never addressed: whether the Town’s expulsion of Mr. Bracken from the premises and

the issuance of the trespass notice was lawful in the circumstances. The application ought to have been framed, in the

first instance, as an application for judicial review under the Judicial Review Procedure Act. R.S.O. 1990. c. J.l. rather

than a declaration of Mr. Bracken’s Charter rights. This may have obviated the need for a Charter analysis, and would

have brought to the fore the issue of the implied limits on the common law authority of government actors to exclude

persons from public property.

The analytical framework - s. 2(b] analysis

[25] Freedom of expression has received broad protection in Canadian law, not only through the Charter, but also

through legislation and the common law. As Rand J. noted in Saumur v. City of Quebec, 1953 CanLII 3 fSCQ. [1953]

2 S.C.R. 299, at p. 329:  Strictly speaking, civil rights arise from positive law; but freedom of speech, religion and the

inviolability of the person are original freedoms which are at once the necessary attributes and modes of self-

expression of human beings and the primary conditions of their community life within a legal order.  Section 2fbl

further entrenches the limits on government action in order to safeguard the ability of persons to express themselves to

others. As expressed in Irwin Toy Ltd. v. Quebec (Attorney General), 1989 CanLII 87 (SCC). [1989] 1 S.C.R. 927, at

pp. 968-969:

Freedom of expression was entrenched in our Constitution and is guaranteed ... so as to ensure that everyone can

manifest their thoughts, opinions, beliefs, indeed all expressions of the heart and mind, however unpopular, distasteful

or contrary to the mainstream. Such protection is, in the words of both the Canadian and Quebec Charters,

"fundamental" because in a free, pluralistic and democratic society we prize a diversity of ideas and opinions for their

inherent value both to the community and to the individual. Free expression was for Cardozo J. of the United States

Supreme Court "the matrix, the indispensable condition of nearly every other form of freedom" (Palko v. Connecticut,

302 U.S. 319 (1937), at p. 327); for Rand J. of the Supreme Court of Canada, it was "little less vital to man's mind and

spirit than breathing is to his physical existence" (Switzman v. Sibling, 1957 CanLII 2 (SCC). [1957] S.C.R. 285, at p.



306).' And as the European Court stated in the Handyside case, Eur. Court H. R., decision of 29 April 1976, Series A

No. 24, at p. 23, freedom of expression:

... is applicable not only to "information" or "ideas" that are favourably received or regarded as inoffensive or as a

matter of indifference, but also to those that offend, shock or disturb the State or any sector of the population. Such are

the demands of that pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness without which there is no "democratic society".

[26] In its early s 2(b) jurisprudence, the Supreme Court drew on the academic literature developed in the context

of the First Amendment of the US Constitution to identify a set of human goods thought to be advanced by a

constitutional protection of freedom of expression: Ford v. Quebec (Attorney General), 1988 CanLII 19 fSCQ. [1988]

2 S.C.R. 712. These goods have been expressed variously in different decisions over the years. In Irwin Toy, they were

summarized as: (1) enabling democratic discourse, (2) facilitating truth seeking, and (3) contributing to personal

fulfillment. In R.W.D.S.U., Local 558 v. Pepsi-Cola Canada Beverages (West) Ltd., 2002 SCC 8 (CanLII). [2002] 1

S.C.R. 156, at para. 32, they were rendered as:  self-fulfilment, participation in social and political decision-making,

and the communal exchange of ideas.  Freedom of expression is thus not only inherently valuable to the self-

constituting person, but courts have long recognized that it is also instrumental to the functioning of a healthy political

community, particularly by facilitating the open criticism of government: Ramsden v. Peterborough (City), 1993

Canl.TT 60 I CCl. [1993] 2 S.C.R. 1084.

[27] Although the right is broad, the Supreme Court has identified several limits that are inherent in the right
itself.

[28] Of particular significance to this appeal, acts of physical violence or threats of violence do not come within

the scope of s. 2181: Irwin Toy, at pp. 969-70; R. v. Keegstra, 1990 CanLII 24ISCQ. [1990] 3 S.C.R. 697; Montreal

(City) v. 2592-1366 Quebec Inc., 2005 SCC 62 (CanLIII. [2005] 3 S.C.R. 141. Violence, the Supreme Court of Canada

held in Montreal (City), at para. 60, “is not excluded because of the message it conveys (no matter how hateful) but

because the method by which the message is conveyed in not consonant with Charter protection.  Violence and force

are predicated on the denial that persons are equal in dignity, negating the reciprocity necessary for communication and

genuine dialogue: violence “prevents dialogue rather than fostering it.”: Montreal (City), at para. 72.

[29] The exclusion of acts of violence is one of the few limits on the protection of expression that is internal to

2(b), rather than operating as one reason among many in determining whether a limit placed on expression is justified

under sT. The rule against violence is thus an exclusionary rule: it excludes by kind and not by weight: Joseph Raz,

The Authority of Law, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), at p. 22. As such, once it is determined that an

act is an act of violence, deliberation is at an end: there is no further information, no other reasons, that can be relevant

to the determination of whether a clai  of right under s,.2(b) can succeed. Acts of violence do not receive the prima

facie, defeasible protection that puts government to the task of establishing under sU that the limits imposed on the

claimant are reasonable and demonstrably justified in a society such as ours: the society of a free people,

democratically constituted.

[30] Although some might find it difficult to understand the rationale for excluding violence categorically at the s 
2(b) stage rather than dealing with it in the sU. analysis, to give acts of violence even defeasible protection under s .

2(b) would give them an unacceptable legitimacy: Gregoire Webber, The Negotiable Constitution: on the limitation of
rights (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), at p. 122. It would be tantamount to declaring that Canadian

constitutional morality is open to the proposition that an individual s self-expression through acts of violence could, in

some conceivable circumstances, take priority over the public good of protecting persons by restraining acts of

violence.

[31] The scope of the “violence” exception has not received much attention. In Keegstra, the exception was

clearly limited to acts of physical violence. Dickson C.J. considered, and rejected, the proposition that threats of

violence could also be categorically excluded from the protection of s. 216], This was not to say that restrictions on

threats of violence would therefore be unconstitutional, only that such restrictions would have to be assessed at the sU



stage of analysis. In R. v. Khawaja, 2012 SCC 69 (CanLII). [2012] 3 S.C.R. 555, at para. 70, however, McLachlin C.J.

expressly enlarged the category of internal limits to include threats of physical violence, on the basis that a person who

threatens violence takes away free choice and undermines freedom of action in the same manner as if the person

actually committed the threatened act of violence.

[32] A second exclusionary rule, internal to s. 2fb) reasoning, relates to the physical location where the expression

takes place. Freedom of expression does not extend to the same degree in every public locadon: Committee for the

Commonwealth of Canada v. Canada, 1991 CanLII 119 fSCQ. [1991] 1 S.C.R. 139. It does not, for example, extend

to publicly owned spaces that are used as private offices. As L'Heureux-Dube J. noted in Commonwealth, at pp. 199-

200:

[T]he Charter s framers did not intend internal government offices, air traffic control towers, prison cells and Judge s

Chambers to be made available for leafletting or demonstrations. It is evident that the right to freedom of expression

under s. 2fbl of the Charter does not provide a right of access to all property whether public or private.

[33] The question, as posed in Greater Vancouver Transportation Authority v. Canadian Federation of Students -

British Columbia Component, 2009 SCC 31 ( CanLID. [2009] 2 S.C.R. 295, at para. 42, is  whether the historical or

actual function or other aspects of the space are incompatible with expression or suggest that expression within it

would undermine the values underlying free expression.  The public square is, paradigmatically, a place traditionally

used to express public dissent is: Montreal (City), at para. 61.

[34] Having concluded that the claimant has engaged in expression and the protecdon of s,__2(b) is not negated

because of an inherent limit such as method or location, the next step in the s, 2(b) analysis set out in Irwin Toy is to

ask whether the government action in question restricts expression in purpose or effect: Montreal (City), at para. 82. If

the government action in question does not purposefully limit the expression in question, but limits it only as a side-

effect of pursuing some other purpose, the claimant is put to the additional burden of establishing that the expression in

issue promotes one of the three  urposes of freedom of ex ression articulated in Irwin Toy, at p. 976: enablin 

democratic discourse, facilitating truth seeking, and contributing to personal fulfilment: Montreal (City), at para. 83.

Application - s. 2(b  analysis

[35] The application judge, as I stated above, found that Mr. Bracken was engaged in violence, and his actions

therefore did not come within the protection of sA2(b). This conclusion was an error.

The s. 2(b] claim was  rongly dismissed based on er oneous findings that Mr. Bracken engaged in violence and
interfered with others

[36] What was the basis of the application judge’s conclusion that Mr. Bracken was engaged in violence and that

his expression was therefore excluded from s. 2fbl protection?

[37] The application judge relied principally on the evidence of Town employees, all of whom expressed fear for
their physical safety. When considering this evidence, it is important to bear in mind that only one employee, Mr.

Brady, had any face to face interaction with Mr. Bracken on the day in question, and that was after Mr. Bracken was

already handcuffed and under arrest. All of the employees who witnessed Mr. Bracken’s protest on that day observed

him  from a safe distance. 

[38] None of their allegations about Mr. Bracken’s behavior, in my view, survived Mr. Bracken’s amateur cross-

examination of them.

[39] The three Town employees who observed Mr. Bracken’s protest and provided evidence were Mr. Brady, Ms.

Schultz, and Ms. Hansen. Ms. Schultz provided a four paragraph affidavit. Like all of the affidavits filed on behalf of

the Town, it is short on details of what actually transpired, and instead provides conclusory statements about the

affiant’s subjective response to Mr. Bracken: “Mr. Bracken is loud, overbearing and very intimidating. I did not

approach him on my own and would not do so because I am not sure how he will react. I am very afraid of him. 



[40] ' This affidavit does not explain what Mr. Bracken did on that day or any other that caused Ms. Schultz to be

fearful. On cross-examination, she admitted that he had never threatened her and had never acted violently towards her.

The basis of her fear, she said,  I think it s just your whole demeanour and your voice and just your body language in

general that’s a little intimidating.  When questioned, she also mentioned his interaction with her at the service counter

on a previous day in which he was  getting very loud , and her discussions with colleagues about his Youtube videos.

[41] Ms. Hansen’s affidavit was 10 paragraphs. In it she states that she was concerned that Mr. Bracken's  erratic

behaviour would intimidate those trying to get into the meeting  that was scheduled to begin an hour later. She was

concerned “to make sure staff on the first floor  ere safe and secure  and instituted a lockdown procedure to ensure the

safety of the staff. (On the evidence in the record, the “lockdown  consisted of locking an internal door between the

Council chamber and the administrative offices.) She stated that she remains concerned about her safety and the safety

of others around Mr. Bracken.

[42] As with Ms. Schultz’s affidavit, Ms. Hansen’s affidavit chronicles no acts of violence or threatened violence

durin  Mr. Bracken’s protest, or of Mr. Bracken preventing or attempting to prevent anyone from entering Town Hall.

[43] Ms. Hansen’s attitude to public protest, and the fragility of her safety concerns, emerged on cross-

examination:

171. Q: You’re not aware if protesting is allowed on Town property?

A: I’m not.

172. Q: Have you ever seen a protest on Town property?

A: No.

179. Q: have I ever been verbally violent or physically violent with you, ma’am?

A: I’ve never had a conversation with you before.

251. Q: is it normal for someone who has never had a conversation with somebody - has never spoken a word with

somebody, who’s never interacted with somebody, who’s never been threatened by anybody who is - to be so

concerned for their safety that they require police presence at a cross-examination? Does that make sense to you,
ma’am?

A: it does when I observe the behaviour that you demonstrated on that day.

252. Q: we already said that was just pacing back and forth with the megaphone.

A: Yeah.

[44] Ms. Bradnam, the Executive Assistant to the CAO and member of the Workplace Violence Committee, swore

a 10 paragraph affidavit. She did not observe Mr. Bracken on the day in question. At the direction of Mr. Kuchyt, Ms.

Bradnam prepared the trespass notice and phoned the police. She was told by Ms. Hansen that Mr. Bracken was “acting

in a very intimidating way . She attested that Ms. Hansen was very upset and concerned for the safety of staff and

other members of the public. Ms. Bradnam also expressed her fear for her safety if Mr. Bracken returns to Town Hall.

Like Ms. Hansen, she admitted on cross-examination, that Mr. Bracken had never been violent with her, threatened her,

or even met her.

[45] The third witness to the protest, Mr. Brady, was the only affiant to state that he observed Mr. Bracken

physically preventing people from attending the meeting at Town Hall. If true, this could constitute an act of violence.

However, the totality of the evidence, including Mr. Brady’s evidence on cross-examination, renders not credible the



evidence in his affidavit. H  only observed Mr. Bracken for five minutes, compared with Ms. Hansen, who observed

him for nearly the entirety of his protest, which she stated was approximately 20 minutes, and who did not observe Mr.

Bracken physically obstruct anyone. Mr. Bracken himself vehemently denied obstructing anyone. There were no

affidavits from any member of the public claiming that Mr. Bracken had obstructed the . And on cross-examination,

Mr. Brady was unable to provide a single detail to back up his assertion that Mr. Bracken had obstructed anyone.

Indeed, it would have been odd for Mr. Bracken to prevent anyone from attending the meeting. He wanted people to

attend. He wanted an audience. He wanted to publically expose Town Council. His protest was of an entirely different

nature than those who seek to obstruct government or to deny others a platform on which to speak.

[46] Indeed, the thrust of Mr. Brady s evidence was not that Mr. Bracken was preventing people from entry, but

that he was creating an  unsafe  environment for Town staff: employees were frightened because of Mr. Bracken

bullying them . The employees were indeed frightened, but the evidence does not disclose any reasonable basis for

their fear. The bullying claim is impossible to square with the evidence. Mr. Bracken had no interaction with any Town

employee in the Town Hall that day, including Mr. Brady, prior to his arrest. And the only employee with whom he had

ever engaged, aside from Mr. Brady and Mr. Kuchyt, was Ms. Schultz, in the single incident at the service counter,

weeks earlier.

[47] There was other evidence relied on by the application judge to determine that Mr. Bracken was violent on

June 16. Some of it was irrelevant, such as Mr. Bracken’s conduct a year later when he had a disagreement with a Town

works crew at a fire hydrant. Some of it was both irrelevant and hearsay, such as unsworn police statements about Mr.

Bracken's conduct after arrest. The application judge’s inference is that Mr. Bracken’s aggressive conduct post arrest,

while handcuffed and confined in the back of a police car, is some evidence that he must have engaged in acts of

violence while protesting. It is tantamount to concluding, as counsel for the Town urged us to conclude, that Mr.

Bracken is a violent man and therefore must have engaged in violent acts. It is not a sound inference.

[48] This, then, is the totality of the evidence that Mr. Bracken’s protest was violent and not meriting Charter

protection. The application judge described it as overwhelming. With respect, it is not.

[49] Violence is not the mere absence of civility. The application judge extended the concept of violence to

include actions and words associated with a traditional form of political protest, on the basis that some Town

employees claimed they felt “unsafe . This goes much too far. A person’s subjective feelings of disquiet, unease, and

even fear, are not in themselves capable of ousting expression categorically from the protection of s. 2(b).

[50] The consequences of characterizing an act as violence or a threat of violence are extreme: it conclusively

defeats the Charter claim without consideration of any other factor. Accordingly, courts must be vigilant in determining

whether the evidence supports the characterization, and in not inadvertently expanding the category of what constitutes

violence or threats of violence.

[51] The Town’s logic, accepted by the application judge, appears to be this: (1) Mr. Bracken was agitated, loud,

and angry; (2) his protest was therefore not peaceful; (3) all non-peaceful protest is violent; and (4) violence is not

protected by s. 2fb'). The error is readily apparent. A protest does not cease to be peaceful simply because protestors are

loud and angry. Political protesters can be subject to restrictions to prevent them from disrupting others, but they are

not required to limit their upset in order to en age their constitutional right to engage in protest.

[52] A finding that a person’s expression is an act of violence or a threat of violence is, as explained above,

determinative that their expression is not protected by the Charter. Once it is determined that an act is violent or a

threat of violence, deliberation is at an end and the claim of a s. 2(h) Charter violation is defeated. Courts should

therefore not be quick to conclude that a person’s actions are violent without clear evidence. Here, there is no evidence

that Mr. Bracken’s protest was violent or a threat of violence, and the finding that it was constitutes a palpable and

overriding error.

[53] With respect to location, the second internal limit to  . 2ib). the application judge did not make a direct

finding that Mr. Bracken’s protest was at a location where s. 2(b) protection does not exist, or that his use of the space



was inconsistent with its function. She did, however, find that  he... interfered with the public s use of space at the

Town . Again, this finding is unsupported. There is no evidence whatsoever that he physically obstructed anyone, or

otherwise impaired anyone’s ability to use public space. He paced back and forth with a megaphone. These are not

idiosyncratic actions, notwithstanding the Town’s characterization of them as “erratic . They have a clear meaning

within the long tradition of civic protest. The purpose of such actions is not to occupy that space to the exclusion of

anyone else. One person, alone in front of Town Hall with a megaphon  and a camcorder, is not, of itself, an

interference with public space that displaces the protection of s. 2(b).

[54] There can be no question that the area in front of a Town Hall is a place where free expression not only has

traditionally occurred, but can be expected to occur in a free and democratic society. The literal town square is

paradigmatically the place for expression of public dissent.

Were s. 2(b) rights limited by the trespass notice?

[55] The next question in the constitutional analysis is whether the expulsion of Mr. Bracken and the issuance of

the trespass notice by the Town limited Mr. Bracken’s s. 2(b) rights, and whether the limit was by purpose or only by

effect. The application judge did not address these questions.

[56] Taking the evidence of Mr. Kuchyt and Mr. Brady, it would be possible to conclude that the Town’s decision

to revoke Mr. Bracken’s permission to be present on the premises, and to issue the trespass notice encompassing all

Town property where employees work, with a one year duration, was not done with the purpose of preventing Mr.

Bracken from conveying his message, but was rather done to protect the safety of staff and ensure the orderly

proceeding of the Council meeting. Nothing much turns on this point, as I conclude that even if the silencing of Mr.

Bracken was only a side-effect of the ultimate purpose to ensure the safety of employees and visitors, he is able to

establish that the effect on him is to impair his participation in each of the three goods advanced by the guarantee of

freedom of expression articulated in Irwin Toy, namely enabling democratic discourse, facilitating truth seeking, and

contributing to personal fulfilment.

[57] I acknowled e that several of the affiants attested that Mr. Bracken’s speech was incomprehensible, and that

the application judge made that finding. But again, the finding was unsupportable. Some affiants, up on the balcony or

elsewhere on the second floor, might not have heard him distinctly. Others, who distinctly heard him saying “kill the

bill  might not have had sufficient context to understand the message. That did not make his speech

incomprehensible , with the insinuation - made in various places in the Town’s affidavits - that Mr. Bracken was

raving. To the contrary, Mr. Brady, watching from the atrium and well-acquainted with Mr. Bracken’s grievances, heard

Mr. Bracken and clearly understood what he was saying. He didn’t like it.

[58] Mr. Bracken’s speech, that day, was directed towards protesting the expected adoption of a by-law that he

understood to be promoting the interests of a marijuana facility across from his home. He wanted the by-law defeated.

He also criticized the members of Town Council. No doubt, they did not like being called liars and communists. Mr.

Brady did not like Mr. Bracken calling for him to be fired. On cross-examination, he stated that Mr. Bracken had no

right to say so. He viewed it as a threat to his livelihood. The language was neither polite nor restrained. But as this

Court pointed out in Cusson v. Quan,  007 ONCA771 fCanLIB. 87 O.R. (3d) 241, rev'd 2009 SCC 62 fCanLlll.

[2009] 3 S.C.R. 712, at para 125: “(d)emocracy depends upon the free and open debate of public issues and the

freedom to criticize the rich, the powerful and those ... who exercise power and authority in our society... Debate on

matters of public interest will often be heated and criticism will often carry a sting and yet open discussion is the

lifeblood of our democracy. 

[59] Whether the issuance of the trespass notice is viewed as a means to silencing Mr. Bracken or simply as a

means of protecting others, it had the effect of preventing him from conveying his message to his intended audience,

not only on June 16, but for an entire year thereafter. This was unquestionably a limit on his s. 2(b) rights.



Section 1: the analytical framework

[60] Where, as here, a person s Charter right has been limited by the action of a government actor, in this case the

Town, the actor can seek to justify its action under s i of the Charter, which provides:

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and freedoms set out in it subject only to such

reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.

[61] In establishing the framework for Charter analysis, the Supreme Court determined early on that the finding

of a Charter rights violation would be a two-step inquiry. The preliminary finding that a right such as freedom of

expression has been limited by government action is thus an intermediate conclusion, and not itself a finding of a

violation of a Charter right:  (i)t is only if the limitation on a right or freedom is not kept within reasonable and
justifiable limits that one can speak of an infringement of the Charter : Slaight Communications Inc. v. Davidson, 1989

CanLII 92 [SCCT [1989] 1 S.C.R. 1038, per Lamer J. (in dissent but not on this point). It is only after determining that
the limitation placed by legislation or government action on the exercise of the right is invalid that we can say that the

right has been violated: Aharon Barak, Proportionality: constitutional rights and their limitations (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 2012), at pp. 101-03. The violation of a Charter right is thus established at the conclusion

of the sU analysis, after taking into account the reasons for the limit imposed by government, responding to the needs

and circumstances of others living in community in a free and democratic society: Regimbald and Newman, The Law

of the Canadian Constitution, 2nd ed. (Markham: LexisNexis Canada, 2017), at p. 546-47; see also Webber, The

Negotiable Constitution.

[62] The framework for determining whether a legislative limit on the exercise of a Charter right is justified in
accordance with the principles of a free and democratic society was set out in R. v. Oakes, 1986 CanLII 46 ( SCO.

[1986] 1 S.C.R. 103. The proportionality test at the heart of the Oakes analysis was recently sum arized by

Karakatsanis J. in R. v. K.R.J., 2016 SCC 31 tCanLID. [2016] 1 S.C.R. 906, at para. 58:

A law is proportionate if (1) there is a rational connection between the means adopted and the objective; (2) it is

minimally impairing in that there are no alternative means that may achieve the same objective with a lesser degree of

rights limitation; and (3) there is proportionality between the deleterious and salutary effects of the law... The

proportionality inquiry is a normative and contextual one, which requires courts to examine the broader picture by

balanc ng] the interests of society with those of individuals and groups  (Oakes, at p. 139).

[63] Where, as here, there is no challenge to the constitutionality of legislation, the analytical framework changes,

although the nature of the justification remains the same. In Dore v. Barreau du Quebec, 2012 SCC 12 fCanLIP.

[2012] 1 S.C.R. 395, the Supreme Court explained that the application of the sU test set out in Oakes needed to be

adapted for the review of administrative actions: see also Loyola High School v. Quebec (Attorney General), 2015 SCC

12 CCanLin. [2015] 1 S.C.R. 613, at para. 40. In doing so, the Court did not lay down a rigid formula, but stressed that

flexibility is needed in order to adapt the analysis to the great variety of administrative decisions that come for judicial

review:  while a formulaic application of the Oakes test may not be workable in the context of an adjudicated decision,

distilling its essence works the same justificatory muscles: balance and proportionality. : at para. 5. The reasonableness

of a decision is “contingent on its context”: at para. 7. The ultimate question, whether the context is legislative or a

matter of government action, is whether, in all the circumstances, a limit that has been placed by government on the

exercise of a Charter right is reasonable in a free and democratic society.

Section 1: application

[64] Although the appropriate analysis for determining whether the rights limitation was reasonable and satisfies
the requirements of sri is guided by Oakes and Dore, it must be adapted to this specific context.



Prescribed by law

[65] Section 1 establishes that limits to Charter rights must be reasonable and must be  prescribed by law . In the

context of governmental acdon, such as expelling a person from government owned property and issuing a trespass

notice, this means that the action must be grounded in law. That is, the action must have been an exercise of a

sufficiendy defined le al power, guided by legal norms: Slaight; R. v. Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society, 1992

CanLII 72 (SCC). [1992] 2 S.C.R. 606. A “law” need not be a statute to satisfy the “prescribed by law” requirement.

“Law” in this context includes regulations and the common law, and it is sufficient that “the limit simply result by

necessary implication from either the terms or the operating requirements of the "law".”: Greater Vancouver, at para.

52.

[66] Accordingly, in offering a justification for the limit it has imposed on Mr. Bracken s expression, s, 1 requires

the Town to first establish that the limit is one that is “prescribed by law .

[67] Although Mr. Bracken does not challenge the Town s authority to expel a person from Town property or issue

a trespass notice, it is nevertheless important to be clear about the source of this authority in assessing the

constitutionality of the Town’s actions.

[68] Although neither the trespass notice nor its cover letter reference the legal authority for expelling Mr.

Bracken or issuing the notice, the Town’s position is that the CAO, who made the decision to issue the trespass notice,

draws authority from two sources: (1) s. 229 of The Municipal Act. 2001. S.O. 2001. c. 25. which grants the CAO

authority for “exercising  eneral control and management of the affairs of the municipality , and (2) the Occupational

Health and Safety Act, s. 25f2]fh). which requires an employer to “take every precaution reasonable in the

circumstances for the protection of a worker . The Town also references a Workplace Violence Prevention Policy

which is posted in public areas of the Town Hall, and lists four “customer behaviours that we do not tolerate :

threatening, verbal abuse, crossing physical barriers, and physical contact. In terms of sanction, it states that  any

customer who engages in this conduct may be refused service and/or removed from the premises. 

[69] I do not agree with the Town’s characterization of the source of its authority. Although the OHSA imposes a

duty on the Town to take reasonable precautions to protect workers, it does not confer any powers on the Town

regarding the activities of someone who is not a co-worker: Rainy River (Town) v Olsen, 2017 ONCA 605 fCanLIIV

And although s. 229 of the Municipal Act grants authority to the CAO to exercise certain powers of the Town, it does

not resolve the question of what powers the Town has.

[70] Neither does the authority to exclude others from property come from the Trespass to Property Act. R.S.O.

1990, c, T.21, which does not set out the preconditions for its use. The authority to invoke the Act must come from

other legal sources, such as the right to exclude others that is inherent in the status of an occupier in the common law of

property. That is, the Act does not create any substantive property rights, but functions as an enforcement mechanism

for rights that come from other sources: see Batty v. Toronto (City), 2011 ONSC 6862 tCanLID. 108 O.R. (3d) 571, at

paras. 81-82; R. v. S.A., 2014 ABC.A 191 fCanLIIV 312 C.C.C. (3d) 383, at para. 277-278.

[71] In Commonwealth, McLachlin J. noted that under the common law, “the Crown as property owner is entitled

to withdraw permission from an invitee to be present on its property, subject always to the Charter.  At common law,

an occupier of a property has the power to expel others, and has the power to invoke the remedies supplied by the

Trespass to Property Act. In my view, the authority to revoke Mr. Bracken’s licence to be present on the premises and

issue the trespass notice, and thus the “law  that is the source of the limit on Mr. Bracken’s rights, is the common law.

[72] The Trespass to Property Act has also long been used by government as a mechanism to exercise this

common law power to exclude persons from public property: see, for example, Batty; Smiley v. Ottawa (City), 2012

ONCJ 479 (CanLII), 100 M.RL.R. (4th) 306; R. v. Semple, 2004 ONCJ 55 fCanLITL 119 C.R.R. (2d) 295; Gammie v.
Town of South Bruce Peninsula, 2014 ONSC 6209 fCanLID. 322 C.R.R. (2d) 22. Unlike other municipalities, the Town

has no by-law regulating its use of trespass notices, or even a trespass policy. I observe that the risk of arbitrary action



is higher in the absence of a well-crafted by-law, and there are greater opportunities for uncertainty as to what sorts of

actions will be permitted.

[73] I am nonetheless satisfied that in relying on the co mon law power of an occupier, the Town was imposing a

limit on Charter rights that it can seek to justify under s l of the Charter. The expulsion of Mr. Bracken and the

trespass notice  ust be assessed by means of the proportionality test.

Proportionality test

[74] It is not appropriate, in the context of the decision to expel Mr. Bracken and issue the trespass notice, to

engage in a full blown Oakes analysis into all of the inquiries that come under the umbrella of the proportionality test.

As I explain below, the proportionality analysis can be resolved on the basis of the preliminary issue that the Town

could not, on the facts of this appeal, establish that it was actin  for a sufficiently important purpose. But even if it

were able to succeed on this basis, it would nevertheless fail on the grounds of minimal impairment and proportionality

between the deleterious and salutary effects of the expulsion and trespass notice.

[75] I observe that where a government issues a trespass notice relying on the common law power to expel

persons fro  property, it is exercising a power that is subject to implied limits. It cannot be issued capriciously; that is,

it cannot be issued, in the circumstances of a public protest in the town square, without a valid public purpose. What

constitutes a valid public purpose need not be fully canvassed here, but it would include, for example: the prevention of

unlawful activity, securing the safety of persons, preventing the appropriation of public space for exclusive private use,

and preventing the obstructing of the operation of  overnment and the provision of government ser ices. These implied

limits are echoed in the proportionality analysis.

[76] The Town sought to secure the physical safety of its employees and visitors by means of the immediate

expulsion of Mr. Bracken, and the issuance of the trespass notice banning him from all Town property for a year. Its

stated justification was that he had engaged in an escalating pattern of abuse of Town staff, and that there was a

reasoned apprehension that he posed a threat to employees, wherever they worked. As noted earlier, the factual basis on

which Mr. Kuchyt issued the trespass notice was largely erroneous. Mr. Bracken was not engaged in any violent

activity. He was not blocking anyone. He was not preventing anyone from accessing the building. His behaviour was

neither intimidating, in any relevant sense of the word, nor erratic. The Town employees, both junior and senior, were

alarmed, but they were alarmed too easily. At its highest, the evidence is that several employees said they felt unsafe.

The basis for that fear appears to be (1) one prior interaction in which Mr. Bracken was loud and  intimidating , but in

which he was never violent or threatening; (2) Mr. Bracken s videotaping of a Council meeting; (3) Mr, Bracken s

videos posted to Youtube, in which he is said to chase people down and question them; (4) his actions on the day of his

protest. If anyone felt intimidated by him, other than Town employees who had never before witnessed a protest and

doubted that protests in front of Town Hall were lawful, it was not because he was threatening anyone.

[77] Accordingly, the Town’s actions, both in (1) requiring Mr. Bracken to leave the premises that day, and (2)

issuing a prospective trespass notice, were premised on factual errors. These errors constituted a funda ental

misapprehension of the nature of Mr. Bracken’s actions and the threat they posed to the safety of other persons and the

decorum and operation of the meeting of Town Council. On these facts, it cannot be said that the Town was acting for a

purpose that could satisfy its burden of justification under sH.

[78] That is sufficient to dispose of the appeal. I will, however, address some of the additional branches of the

proportionality test.

[79] Even if it had had a sufficiently important purpose, the Town’s actions were not minimally impairing. There

were many options that the Town could have chosen short of expulsion that could have achieved the same purpose: for

example, actually talking with Mr. Bracken and cautioning him not to use the megaphone in the building, asking him to

lower the volume if it was disruptive to those working inside, and asking him to keep a respectful distance from people



entering Town Hall. It should be recalled that the first person to address Mr. Bracken after he began his protest was a

police officer, instructing him that a trespass nodce had been issued and that he was required to leave the premises.

[80] With respect to the terms of the trespass notice, recall that the trespass notice and covering letter were

hurriedly drafted by Ms. Bradnam at the direction of Mr. Kuchyt, as Mr. Bracken was outside denouncing Mr. Kuchyt

and Mr. Brady. The trespass notice took on a punitive nature, banning Mr. Bracken from all Town property for a full

year, terms which were far in excess of whatever immediate threat, real or imagined, the notice was intended to

ameliorate. In a free and democratic society, it is no small matter to exclude a person from public property. To do so for

a full year is extraordinary and must be amply justified. Here it was not. Even if the facts had been as alleged by the

Town, it would not have justified the leap to a one year exclusion.

[81] With respect to the geographic reach of the notice, that too was overbroad. Mr. Bracken was banned for one

year from attending every Town property where Town employees worked. The overbreadth is evident from the fact that

there was no suggestion that he had ever set foot in two of the three properties, let alone caused any problems there.

[82] Finally, on a comparative analysis of the salutary and deleterious effects of the Town s actions, the effects on

Mr. Bracken were disproportionate to any benefit that was achieved, given the finding that the expulsion of Mr.

Bracken did not in any way advance the common good. The statutory obligation to promote workplace safety, and the

safe space  policies enacted pursuant to them, cannot be used to swallow whole Charter rights. In a free and

democratic society, citizens are not to be handcuffed and removed from public space traditionally used for the

expression of dissent because of the discomfort their protest causes.

[83] The conclusion must be that “the deleterious effects are out of proportion to the public good achieved by the

infringing measure : Alberta v. Hutterian Brethren of Wilson Colony, 2009 SCC 37 fCanLID. [2009] 2 S.C.R. 567, at

para. 78.

[84] The limits placed on Mr. Bracken’s s. 2(b) rights by the Town were not justified under sM of the Charter.

Disposition

[85] I would allow the appeal, quash the trespass notice, and issue a declaration that the issuance of the trespass

notice by the Town constituted a violation of the appellant’s rights under s. 2( b l of the Charter.

[86] I would award costs of the appeal to Mr. Bracken, in the amount of $4,000 inclusive of disbursements and

taxes. Mr. Bracken is also entitled to his costs of the application below. I would encourage the parties to consult and

come to a resolution on quantum. If they are unable to do, the court will accept brief written submissions on costs from

each party, no more than two pages in length, within 15 days of the date of the release of these reasons.

Released: “KF  AUG 25 2017

“B.W. Miller J.A. 

“I agree. K. Feldman J.A. 

“I agree. R Lauwers J.A. 
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OVERVIEW

[1] On Au ust 2, 2016, in the run-up to the U.S. presidential election, the appellant, Mr. Bracken, stood in Grand

View Plaza in Niagara Parks, holding a sign reading,  Trump is right. Fuck China. Fuck Mexico. 

[2] Parks staff informed the Niagara Parks Police (the  NPP ) that they had received a complaint about a man
standing on the sidewalk holding a sign. The NPP attended and concluded the sign was offensive and disturbing to

visitors. They informed Mr. Bracken that he was not permitted to display the sign, and asked him to leave. Mr. Bracken

refused. He argued that he had a constitutionally protected right to display the sign, which he characterized as a

statement about economic and trade policy. The NPP officers did not see things the same way. Mr. Bracken became

increasingly animated, calling one of the officers “a fucking piece of shit  and  a power tripping fucking idiot”, among

other things. Eventually, one of the officers issued Mr. Bracken a summons under the Provincial Offenses Act, R.S.O.

1990. c. P.33 for two offences contrary to s. 2(9)(a) of O. Reg. 829 made under the Niagara Parks Act. R.S.O. 1990. c.

N. 3 (the  Re ulations” : (1) disturbing other persons and (2) using abusive or insulting language.

[3] On August 4, Mr. Bracken went to the NPP s headquarters to discuss the summonses and clarify whether he

could display his sign in the Parks. Mr. Bracken was told that he could not, and if he were to return with the sign he

would be removed pursuant to the Trespass to Property Act. R.S.O. 1990. c. T.21.

[4] Mr. Bracken sought relief before the Superior Court on multiple grounds. The only grounds relevant to this

appeal are declarations that: (1) s. 219¥a l of the Regulations violates s. 2(b) of the Charter; and (2) the oral trespass

notice served on him at the NPP headquarters similarly violates s. 2(b).

[5] The application judge dismissed the application. He held that s. 2191(a) did not limit Mr. Bracken s s. 2(b)
Charter rights, because the constitutional guarantee of freedom of expression does not apply to shouting insulting or

abusive language in the Parks. He declined to determine whether the oral trespass notice infringed s. 2(b), as he was

not satisfied that a trespass notice had in fact been issued.

[6] Mr. Bracken appeals both aspects of the judgment.

[7] For the reasons that follow, I would allow the appeal in part. The application judge made a palpable and

overriding error in finding that a trespass notice had not been issued, and further erred in not granting a declaration

quashing the notice. Although the application judge erred in concluding that s. 2(9) a) does not limit rights under s.

2(b) of the Charter, I would hold that the limits are justified under s. 1 of the Charter. I would therefore dismiss the

constitutional challenge to s. 2f9¥al.

[8] As explained further below, the two offences with which Mr. Bracken was charged were adjudicated before the

Ontario Court of Justice and are not before this court. Nor do we have before us the evidential record from those

proceedings describing Mr. Bracken s interactions with other users of the Parks that day. Although the interpretation of

s. 2f91( al set out below may be relevant for the adjudication of Mr. Bracken’s offence conviction appeal, nothing in



these reasons addresses the question of whether the trial judge erred, on the facts before him, in finding that Mr.

Bracken committed the offence of using abusive or insuldn  langua e contrary to s. 2f9)(a).

BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

[9] The Commission is a provincial Crown agency created in 1887 and given jurisdiction over the Parks by the

Niagara Parks Act. Section 22(l)(a) of the Act gives the Commission the power to make regulations  regulating and

governing the use by the public of the Parks , under which authority it passed s. 2(Wa .

[10] This appeal has an irregular history. Mr. Bracken s application began as a motion for an interlocutory

injunction prohibidng the Commission and NPP from enforcing the oral trespass notice, and was subsequently

expanded to include consdtutional remedies. It does not appear that an originating process was ever issued.

Nevertheless, the matter was argued as an application before Ramsay J., on the basis of a thin evidentiary record that

included a brief affidavit from Mr. Bracken (appending a DVD recording of his protest and some of his interactions

with the NPP) and a responding affidavit by Paul Forcier of the NPP, partially comprised of hearsay of what he was

told by the officers who engaged with Mr. Bracken on August 2, 2016. There was no cross-examination on the

affidavits.

[11] Subsequent to the application before Ramsay J., Mr. Bracken was convicted of one of the charges under s. 2191

(a) by Justice of the Peace Lancaster in separate proceedings in the OCJ. As noted above, Mr. Bracken’s appeal of that

conviction is not presently before this Court. We denied Mr. Bracken’s oral motion to file fresh evidence from those

proceedings on the basis that the motion was brought late - on the morning of the hearing before us - and granting it

would have been unfair to the respondent, which had prepared the appeal on a different record. This appeal is therefore

to be determined on the record as it stood before Ramsay J.

ISSUES

[12] Although there are numerous grounds of appeal set down in the Notice of Appeal, at oral argument they

reduced to two main issues. These are whether the application judge erred:

1. in not finding that s. 2(9)(a) of the Regula ions infringes s. 2(b) of the Charter;

2. in not grantin  a declaration quashing the oral trespass notice.

[13] Mr. Bracken also claimed an infringement of his ri hts under s. 7 of the Charter. As this argument was raised

for the first time on appeal and at best bears tangentially on the matters in dispute, it would not be in the interests of

justice, in my view, to consider it at this stage in the proceedings.

ANALYSIS

[14] I will first consider the constitutional challenge to s. 2( a) before addressing the constitutionality of the oral

trespass notice.

[15] A defining feature of a free society is the right to speak openly and publicly without fear of government

censure. Freedom of expression is deeply ingrained in democratic, egalitarian cultures, and reinforces all of the other

fundamental freedoms. In Canada it receives legal protection through common law, statute, and s. 2(b) of the Charter.

Its countermajoritarian nature was stressed by the Supreme Court in Irwin Toy Ltd. v. Quebec (Attorney General), 1989

CanLIf 87 rSGCL [1989] 1 S.C.R. 927, at pp. 968-969:

Freedom of expression was entrenched in our Constitution and is guaranteed ... so as to ensure that everyone can

manifest their thoughts, opinions, beliefs, indeed all expressions of the heart and mind, however unpopular, distasteful

or contrary to the mainstream.

The Supreme Court cautioned against restricting protection to only those ideas that are warmly received by the public,

citing the European Court of Human Rights:



[freedom of expression] is applicable not only to "information" or "ideas" that are favourably received or regarded as

inoffensive or as a matter of indifference, but also to those that offend, shock or disturb the State or any sector of the

population. Such are the demands of that pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness without which there is no

"democratic society".

[16] Freedom of expression is not boundless, however, and a properly functioning society must limit many types of

expression for the co mon good. Discerning the line between reasonable and unreasonable limits on expression is,

however, a perpetual challenge, taken up initially by legislators, and secondarily by courts on judicial review.

[17] In this appeal, this court is required to assess the constitutionality of one such limit established by the

Commission to govern conduct at the Niagara Parks: s. 2(9) a).

(1) Statutory interpretation

[18] The first step in assessing the constitutionality of a regulation is interpretation.

[19] Section 219¥al provides:

(9) ... no person shall, within the Parks,

(a) use abusive or insulting lan uage, or conduct himself or herself in the Parks in a manner that unnecessarily

interferes with the use and enjoyment of the Parks by other persons;

[20] This is a regulation, drafted by the Commission and approved by Order in Council. It is not a statute and

therefore there was no legislative debate and no legislative record to aid in its interpretation. And although the

respondent provided several written histories surrounding the creation of the Commission and the Parks, none of these

address issues that would assist in the interpretation of s. 2(9)(a).

[21] The general context of the Regulations is provided by s. 22ff¥a) of the Nia ara Parks Act, which authorizes

the Commission to make regulations  regulating and governin  the use by the public of the Parks . The Regulations

impose significant restrictions on the types of recreational and commercial activities that may be carried out in the

Parks, as well as on the more general behaviour of the Parks  users. The Regulations further provide, at ss. 2(11) and

2113 ). that anyone who contravenes s. 21911a ) may be removed from the Parks by an officer, and shall not re-enter the

parks within 72 hours without permission from the Co mi sion.

[22] Whether a user of the Parks has contravened s. 21911a ) is determined in the first instance by the NPP, whose

decision can result not only in i mediate expulsion, but also prohibition on re-entry for up to three days, reviewable by

the Commission.

[23] In reading s. 219) a). the application judge concluded that the provision captures only  language that is so

extremely offensive or insulting that it could interfere with the peaceful use and enjoyment of the parks by other

persons.  On this reading, the class of speech the Commission intended to capture with the term “abusive or insulting

language  is significantly narrower than the ordinary meaning of that phrase.

[24] Mr. Bracken objects to this interpretation which, he submits, fails grammatically and amounts to a legal error.

In oral argument, he argued that the application judge ignored the disjunctive “or” in s. 21911a) and effectively read it as

stating:

no person shall, within the Parks, use abusive or insulting langua e ... in a manner that unnecessarily interferes with

the use and enjoyment of the Parks by other persons.

[25] On Mr. Bracken’s reading, “abusive or insulting language  is not restricted to language that unnecessarily

interferes with the use and enjoyment of the Parks by others, but encompasses the widest meaning of the words. He

objects that the application judge “read down  s. 219')laT choosing an artificially narrow meaning in order to uphold the

constitutionality of the provision. I disagree. As I explain below, the application judge appropriately interpreted the

provision by ascertaining the intentions of the Commission as expressed through the words it used.



[26] The thrust of Mr. Bracken s argument is that s. 2fWa) consists of two independent prohibitions: (1) of the use

of  abusive and insulting language  in the Parks, and (2) of conduct  that unnecessarily interferes with the use and

enjoyment of the Parks by other persons , and these must be kept analytically separate. Mr. Bracken s  rammatical

argument is that the phrase, “in a manner that unnecessarily interferes with the use and enjoyment of the Parks by other

persons,  directly applies only to the preceding words, that is, “conduct himself or herself in the Parks,  and does not

apply to the prohibition on using “abusive or insulting language.  I agree, but this argument does not assist him.

[27] In statutory interpretation, context is critically important. Even though the restriction “in a manner that

unnecessarily interferes with the use and enjoyment of the Parks by other persons  does not apply directly to the

prohibition on using “abusive or insulting language , its inclusion in the same provision sheds light on the meanin  of

that phrase. It suggests that, as a whole, s. 2(9)(al addresses restrictions thought necessary in order for a member of the

public to use the Parks without interfering with other patrons.

[28] Further (confirmatory) context is provided by use of the phrase “abusive or insulting language  in criminal

law, reaching back in English law at least to the Metropolitan Police Act 1839, ch. 47, s. 54(13). Although statutory

prohibitions against abusive or insulting language take different forms in different jurisdictions, Commonwealth courts

have consistently held that such prohibitions do not capture all abusive or insulting language. Rather, they are typically

limited to those instances likely to interfere with public order in some way: see Coleman v. Power, [2004] HCA 39, at

paras. 193, 257-258; Harvey v. Director of Public Prosecutions, [2011] EWHC 3992 (Admin), 2011 W.L. 5105637, at

paras. 12-15.

[29] In domestic criminal law, shouting “insulting or obscene  lan uage is insufficient to constitute a disturbance

under s. 175(T¥a¥i) of the Criminal Code, which requires “an interference with the ordinary and customary use by the

public of the place in question : R. v. Lohnes, 1992 CanLII 112 fSCC). [1992] 1 S.C.R. 167, at 177 (emphasis added);

R. v. Swinkels, 2010 ONC  742 fCanLIR 103 O.R. (3d) 736, at para. 32.

[30] It is therefore unsurprising that in the context of regulatin  the use of a public park, a prohibition on “insulting

or abusive language  would require something akin to a restriction on interference with the “ordinary and customary

use of the place in question .

[31] Whether conduct interferes with the peaceful use and enjoyment of the Parks must be established on an

objective basis. A court should assess the type and intensity of the language and behaviour in question a ainst the

conditions that ought to prevail in the specific location of the Parks at the specific time, as is the case in the criminal

context of causing a disturbance by using in ulting or obscene language: Lohnes, at p. 180; Swinkels, at para. 19. The

inquiry presumes that members of the public have some resilience, particularly concerning political speech, and are

required to tolerate public ex ression of a wide range of views on matters of public life, including those views that are

inconsistent with their own beliefs, choices, and commitments. Mere offence at a message, particularly a messa e

advocating for some vision for the better advancement of the public good, is not enou h. The public is not required to

endure personalized invective, but nothin  in the sign’s message could be characterized in this way. As the application

judge below noted, the contents of Mr. Bracken’s sign, even with its profanity, came nowhere near close to the line.

The officer’s concern that citizens of Mexico or China who happen d upon the sign might be offended by it, was well

wide of the mark. The si n, which effectively stated that the national interests of other countries should be subordinate

to domestic interests, dispara ed no one. Even if Mexican or Chinese nationals took offence, or others took offence on

their behalf, such offence could not bring the sign within the meaning of “abusive or insulting language .

[32] In su mary, on my interpretation of s. 2(Wa). the prohibition of the use of “abusive or insulting language 

extends no further than to proscribe the use of personal invective, interferin  with a patron’s use of the Parks.

(2) Section 2(b) Charter analysis

[33] It remains to be determined whether s. 2(9)(a) violates s. 2(b) of the Charter. It is necessary to bear in mind the

two-stage structure of Charter adjudication. The inquiry at the first stage focuses on whether a person’s purported



exercise of a Charter ri ht has been limited by state action. The second stage is concerned with whether the limit is

justified in a society that is free and democratic. A positive determination at the first stage - a conclusion that a

claimant s exercise of right has been limited - is not a determination that the claimant’s Charter rights have been

violated. Although it was once common to describe s. 1 analysis as a matter of  saving  violations of Charter rights,

this language is misleading - s. 1 analysis is not a matter of excusing rights violations, but of establishing the

reasonable limits on rights: Guy Regimbald and Dwight Newman, The Law of the Canadian Constitution, 2nd ed.

(Markham: LexisNexis Canada, 2017), at  . 546-47; see also Gregoire Webber, The Negotiable Constitution: on the

limitation of rights (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), at p. 122.

[34] The first stage inquiry into whether s. 2(b) rights have been limited proceeds by way of three questions: (1)
does the activity in question have expressive content? (2) if so, does either the method or location of the expression

disentitle it to s. 2(b) protection? and (3) if the expression is protected, does the impugned government action limit the

expression either in purpose or effect? Montreal (City) v. 2952-1366 Quebec Inc., 2005 SCC 62 fCanLID. [2005] 3

S.C.R. 141, at para. 56.

Question 1: Expressive content

[35] Does “abusive or insulting language , as interpreted by the application judge and earlier in these reasons, have

expressive content? I conclude that it does. Expression has been given wide meaning by the Supreme Court.

Expression is never excluded from s. 2(b) because of the content of the message it conveys: Irwin Toy, at p. 969; R. v.

Keegstra, 1990 CanLII 24 fSCQ. [1990] 3 S.C.R. 697, at p. 729; City of Montreal, at para. 58. Subject only to certain

exclusionaiy rules described below, s. 2(b) extends protection to any activity that “conveys or attempts to convey a

meanin  : Irwin Toy, at p. 969. This includes abusive or insulting language captured by s. 2(9)fa). as such language can

convey or attempt to convey meaning - albeit in an “extremely offensive  manner. That such expression  otentially

“interfere[s] with the peaceful use and enjoyment of the parks by other persons  does not preclude the intermediate

conclusion that the prohibition of the use of such language limits expressive content.

Question 2: Excluded expression

[36] Some methods of expression are categorically excluded from the scope of s. 2(b) - specifically, violence and

threats of violence. This limit is internal to s. 2(b); once it is established that the method of expression is, for example,

an act of violence, the constitutional inquiry is at an end and the state is not required to justify any limit on the

expression.

[37] State actors are not required to justify limits on expression that is violent or threatens violence because,

according to longstanding doctrine, there are no competing interests capable of justifying it. As this court explained in

Fort Erie, at para. 30: “to give acts of violence even defeasible protection under s. 2(b) would give them an

unacceptable legitimacy.... It would be tantamount to declaring ... that an individual’s self-expression through acts of

violence could, in some conceivable circumstances, take priority over the public good of protecting persons by

restraining acts of violence.  That said, because the consequences of characterizing expression as violent are extreme -

the characterization conclusively defeats the Charter claim without canvassing whether there are any competing

considerations - this court cautioned at para. 50 against expanding the category of what constitutes violence or threats

of violence. The violence exception to the scope of freedom of expression remains sharply limited.

[38] In its written submissions, the respondent proposed an expansion to the violence exception to encompass

“emotionally violent  expression. This submission was expressly rejected by this court in Fort Erie, at para. 49. Put

simply, the emotional impact of expression on a third party has no bearing on the question of whether that expression

was conveyed through a violent act. Thus, the Supreme Court has held that even hate speech is not inherently violent,

despite the risk that such expression will have an emotionally damaging impact on its targets: Keegstra, at  p. 731-732.

[39] A second exclusionary rule relates to the physical location where the expression takes place. Freedom of

expression does not encompass the right to non-interference with expression in every locale, public or private. It does



not even extend to all government-owned property: City of Montreal, at paras. 60-61; Regimbald and Newman, at p.

631ff.

[40] In City of Montreal, at para. 74, the Supreme Court articulated a test for the determining whether s. 2(b)

protection applied in any given public location:  whether the place is a public place where one would expect

constitutional protection for free expression on the basis that expression in that place does not conflict with the

purposes which s. 2(b) is intended to serve, na ely (1) democratic discourse, (2) truth findin , and (3) self-fulfilment. 

The Court specified two factors that should be considered in answering that question: “(a) the historical or actual

function of the place; and (b) whether other aspects of the place suggest that expression within it would undermine the

values underlying free expression. 

[41] With respect to the first factor, the Court drew a subtle but important distinction between historical use and

actual function of a place. Historical use, as developed in that judgment, is determined by a factual inquiry into

community practices. What use has the community made of the place, apart from whatever governmental function it

may also serve? An established community practice of free expression in a location is some evidence of a social

convention that the location ought to be available for free expression. The case law identifies examples such as

sidewalks (City of Montreal, at paras. 67-68), airports (Committee for the Commonwealth of Canada v. Canada, 1991

CanLII 119 tSCCi. [1991] 1 S.C.R. 139, at pp. 158-159), parks (Commonwealth, at pp. 152-153; R. v. Batty, 2011

ONSC 6862 fCanL i. 108 O.R. (3d) 571, at paras. 70-72), utility poles (Ramsden v. Peterborough (City), 1993 CanLII
60 fSCCl. [1993] 2 S.C.R. 1084, at pp. 1100-1102), and the town square (Fort Erie, at para. 54).

[42] The inquiry into the actual function of a place has a different focus. Actual function concerns the primary,

governmental function of the place, rather than the community s secondary use of it as a public forum: City of

Montreal, at para. 76. The question is whether the governmental activity that goes on at the place is compatible with

the use of the place as a public forum; in other words,“[w]ould an open right to intrude and present one’s message by

word or action be consistent with what is done in the space? Or would it hamper the activity? : City of Montreal, at

para 76. The exercise of freedom of expression would hamper governmental functions, including the provision of

public services, if a right of access were allowed in essentially private places that require privacy. Section 2(b) does not

extend protection to expression in such locations.

[43] Ultimately, City of Montreal characterizes historical use and actual function as  markers  of constitutionality,

on-going patterns of property use that reflect both formal governmental choices and informal social conventions. These

practices, the Supreme Court says, are a ready guide to what is likely reasonable in a free and democratic society. But

historical use and actual function must still be critically evaluated to determine whether they in fact align with what is

reasonable. The underlying question is “whether a practice of free expression in the place in question would undermine

the purposes of the [s. 2(b)] guarantee , which includes the practices of democracy and efficient governance: City of

Montreal, at paras. 76-77; R. v. Banks, 2007 ONCA 19 iCanLID. 84 O.R. (3d) 1, at para. 119.

[44] The respondent argues that the history of the Parks does not reveal any use of it as a public forum, and that the

actual function is incompatible with the exercise of freedom of expression. I disagree with both submissions. Although

the record does not provide any compelling evidence of the historical use or non-use of the Parks as a public forum for

expression, as in Greater Vancouver, at para. 43, the “very fact that the general public has access  to the Parks “is an

indication that members of the public would expect constitutional protection of their expression  in that space. An

aspect of freedom of e pression is the ability to address people in places where crowds are known to congregate.

[45] With respect to the actual, governmental, function of the Parks, the respondent seeks to distinguish the function

of the Parks from that of a municipal park or town square or other outdoor public location. The reason for the

establishment of the Parks, on the respondent’s evidence, was to remedy commercial exploitation that impaired the

ability of visitors to experience the natural landscape, and to preserve the Niagara Falls as a global asset. Grandview

Plaza is a place of public recreation: it serves as a venue to view Niagara Falls and facilitates the various commercial

enterprises sanctioned by the Parks.



[46] The respondent further argues that the Parks are intended to function as a haven or refuge from public debate,

assembly, or protest, and a place to experience natural beauty without the distraction of potentially divisive expression.

In the respondent s view, some forms of expression, such as abusive or insulting speech, are incompatible with this

function of the Parks and therefore do not come within the scope of s. 2(b) protection.

[47] Here the respondent miscasts the nature of the location-based exclusion under s. 2(b), and strays into

considerations properly addressed in the reasonable limits analysis under s. 1 of the Charter. The location-based

analysis is a preliminary screen only, to weed out claims of entitlement to platforms that are clearly unsuitable for

public address given their governmental function. The question is not whether insulting or abusive language is

compatible with the Parks  function, but whether public expression in general is compatible with it.

[48] Additionally, given the sheer size of the Parks, the location-based analysis must be more finely grained than

what the respondent sug ests, and must focus on the part of the Parks where the events occurred. Grandview Plaza is a

large, open space where Parks-sanctioned commercial enterprises are located. Indeed, the initial complaint about Mr.

Bracken did not come from a visitor whose experience of the Parks was frustrated by either his sign or his behaviour,

but from a vendor who objected to Mr. Bracken occupying the space where the vendor wanted to set up his ice-cream

cart. It is capable of accommodating hundreds if not thousands of people. According to the evidence of Officer Forcier,

it is one of the busiest places in the Parks, and nearly 17,000 people passed through it on August 2. At the time of Mr.

Bracken s demonstration, hundreds of people had just disembarked from tour buses and were queuing to buy tickets for

the Wildplay Zipline attraction and Hornblower boat tours.

[49] In my view, the evidence does not establish that the function of either the Parks as a whole or Grandview Plaza

specifically would be impaired by constitutional protection of expression within the Parks. Grandview Plaza is a place

where people congregate and must expect to interact with others. That is precisely what made it an attractive

destination for Mr. Bracken. Nothing that happens there requires quiet or an absence of distraction. Indeed, neither

quiet nor the absence of distraction is even possible there. As in Greater Vancouver,

[u]nlike the activities which occur in certain government buildings or offices, those which occur [in the Parks] do not

require privacy and limited access ... Like a city street, [the Parks are] a public place where individuals can o enly

interact with each other and their surroundings (Greater Vancouver, at para. 43, emphasis added).

[50] Nor am I persuaded that there is anythin  else about the Parks that suggests that the exercise of freedom of

expression within it would undermine the purposes for constitutional protection of that freedom. Although there could

be places within the Parks where the constitutional protection of freedom of expression does not extend (private

offices, for example), Grandview Plaza is not one of them.

[51] Of course, the mere fact that freedom of expression is protected within a particular location does not mean that

no limits on expression in that location are permissible. But any such limits fall to be considered under s.l analysis.

Question 3: does s. 2(9)(a) of the Regulations limit 2(b) of the Charter in purpose or effect?

[52] The third step of the s. 2(b) inquiry is to ask whether the limits imposed by s. 2f91(a] on free expression flow
from the provision’s purpose, or whether they are better understood as incidental effects.

[53] If it is determined that s. 2(9)(a) has as its purpose the limitation of expression, th t is sufficient to establish a

s. 2(b) limit on expression and the government must defend the limit under s.l of the Charter. But if the provision

limits expression as a side-effect of the pursuit of some other purpose, then the claimant faces the additional hurdle of

establishing that the expression subject to the limitation furthers one of the underlying goods advanced by the

protection of ex ression: (1) enabling democratic discourse; (2) facilitating truth seeking; or (3) contributing to integral
self-fulfillment: Irwin Toy, at p. 976.

[54] The respondent argues that s. 2191(a) does not have as its purpose the limitation of expression: any message

whatsoever can be delivered as long as the form of expression does not  attack the physical or psychological integrity



of the au ience.  The provision is said not to target the communication of any particular set of ideas, only the method

used to convey ideas.

[55] I do not accept this submission for two reasons.

[56] First, insofar as it applies to  psychological integrity”, the argument is simply an iteration of the argument

rejected above, urging an expansion of the violence exception to include  emotional violence”.

[57] Second, just because some mean  of expression ( redominantly physical violence) can be  eadily identified and

excluded from the ambit of freedom of expression, does not mean that such a neat division between content of

expression and the means of communication is always possible: Ford v. Quebec (A.G.), 1988 Can LI 1 1  fSCCl. [1988]

2 S.C.R. 712, at pp. 748-750. Over some range of case  at least, the  edium is the message. Tone of voice, volume,

facial expressions, and body language all convey meaning that cannot necessarily be conveyed effectively in words.

The exercise of free expression is diminished by restrictions on the means that make it effective. So it is no answer for

the respondent to say there is no li it on one s exercise of freedom of expression - that ever one is free to convey

whatever ideas they want - provided they use appropriately temperate language. To take a familiar example from US

First Amendment case law, the meanin  conveyed by shouting “fuck the draft” does not translate, without significant

loss of meaning, to the quiet declaration, “I am implacably opposed to the draft : Cohen v. California (1971), 403 U.S.

15.

[58] For these reasons, I conclude that the application jud e erred in determining that  . 2f91(a) did not limit

freedom of expression under s. 2(b). The Commission is required to demonstrate, in s. 1 analysis, that the limit placed

on expression can be justified.

(3) Section 1

[59] Where the exercise of a Charter right has been limited by a statute or regulation, the party seeking to uphold

the statute or regulation may justify the limitation. This is because the scope of non-absolute rights such as freedom of

expression cannot be determined without an assessment of the reasonable limits necessary for maintaining the

conditions conducive to a healthy society, including those limits needed “to protect public safety, order, health, or

morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others : R. v. Big M Drug Mart, 1985 CanLII 69 fSCCl. [1985] 1

S.C.R. 295, at p. 337.

[60] The framework for determining whether a legislative limit on rights is reasonable and justified was set out in R.

v. Oakes, 1986 CanLII 46 fSCQ. [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103, at pp. 138-139. Although aspects of the Oakes test, set out

below, are expressed in technical terms such as “balancing  and “minimal impairment , the test is at root an evaluation

of the extent to which limits are reasonable in a free and democratic society: R. v. K.R.J., 2016 SCC 31 fCanLID.

[2016] 1 S.C.R. 906, at para. 58; see also Francisco J. Urbina, A Critique of Proportionality and Balancing,

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017), at pp. 4-9.

(a) Prescribed by law

[61] Section 1 of the Charter authorizes only such limits as are “prescribed by law”. This requirement is satisfied by

a regulation promulgated by the Commission pursuant to the exercise of its statutory power.

[62] Mr. Bracken, however, objects to s. 2(9)(a) on the basis of its vagueness. He ar ues that the uncertain

boundaries of the words “abusive or insulting  mean the provision provides no guidance either to a person like himself

who wants to know what he can and cannot lawfully do in the Parks, or to a  olice constable tas ed with enforcing it.

The result, he argues, is the antithesis of the rule of law: instead of being subject to a clear rule capable of guiding

behaviour, he is subject to a vague stan ard whose meaning depends on the whims of the NPP officer applying it.

[63] In support of his argument, Mr. Bracken points to the history of his engagement with the NPP. On August 2,

2016, he was told that he was not permitted to display his sign in the Parks. Two days later, when he attended at the

station and sought clarification, he was told again, by a different officer, that the sign was not permitted, and that if he



attended again with the sign he would be removed from the premises. Significantly, the respondent now concedes that

the display of the sign in the Parks does not infringe s. 2 9)(a) and that the oral trespass notice cannot be maintained.

This series of events, Mr. Bracken argues, demonstrates that s. 2( 91fal is unconstitutionally vague.

[64] I would reject this submission.

[65] The concern about vagueness in legal standards, the discretion it gives to those who interpret and implement

them, and the challenge it poses to the Rule of Law has long been a preoccupation of jurists: see Timothy A.O.

Endicott, Vagueness in Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001). In Canadian law, the leading treatment of

vagueness remains R. v. Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society, 1992 CanLll 72 fSCQ. [1992] 2 S.C.R. 606, which

holds that it is an impossible demand that the legislature, and those exercising delegated rule-making powers like the

Commission, address in advance every conceivable contingency in a law s application. Although the law can identify

clear areas of permissible and impermissible behaviour where there is no room for doubt about one’s obligations,  it is

inherent to our legal system that some conduct will fall along the boundaries of the area of risk : Nova Scotia

Pharmaceutical Society, at p. 639.

[66] An appropriately specific law gives fair notice of the type of behaviour that enters the “risk zone  of non-

permissible conduct. That requirement of fair notice is satisfied where the law “sufficiently delineate(s) an area of risk 

and provides the criteria to be used by those applying the law to particular circumstances. It is unrealistic to demand

that the law do more: Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society, at pp. 638-39. The fair notice requirement can also be

satisfied in part where the prohibited conduct coincides with the “substratum  of common morality in society; that is,

when independent of the law, everyone knows that the proscribed act is wrongful: Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society,

at pp. 634-635.

[67] Section 2(9)(a) is sufficiently detailed to provide an adequate basis for reasoned analysis applying legal criteria,
as demonstrated in the discussion above about the provision’s interpretation. It provides fair notice to the public and

appropriately limits enforcement discretion. Furthermore, even members of the public who are unaware of s. 2(9)(a)

would know that it is wrong to interfere with other persons in their use of public recreational space. That s. 2(9)(a) is,

like any law, capable of being misinterpreted (and was misinterpreted by the NPP with respect to the display of the

sign) is beside the point. The remedy for unreasonable exercise of enforcement discretion is, in the ordinary course, an

appeal (if provided) or judicial review; it is not the invalidation of the relevant law.

(b) Proportionality test

[68] To establish that the limit s. 2(9)(a) places on freedom of expression is reasonable and demonstrably justified,

the respondent must show that the provision has a sufficiently important objective to warrant limiting the right and that

the means chosen are proportionate to that achieving that objective.

[69] The test for proportionality adopted in Oakes has three components. As summarized recently in K.R.J., at para.

58:

A law is proportionate if (1) there is a rational connection between the means adopted and the objective; (2) it is

minimally impairing in that there are no alternative means that may achieve the same objective with a lesser degree of

rights limitation; and (3) there is proportionality between the deleterious and salutary effects of the law.... The

proportionality inquiry is a normative and contextual one, which requires courts to examine the broader picture by

“balanc[ing] the interests of society with those of individuals and groups .

Does s. 2(9)(a) have a sufficiently important purpose?

[70] This step of the analysis is not onerous. Its most frequent analytical function is not so much to screen out

unimportant legislative purposes (of which we can assume there will be few) as it is to provide a preliminary

assessment of the impugned provision for use in the minimal impairment and overall proportionality steps that follow.



[71] The importance of s. 2(9)(a) is obvious. Communities have an interest in maintaining the public character of

shared spaces, which requires the use of legislation and regulation to prevent individuals and groups from using public

space in a way that renders it unfit for the reasonable use of others. The guidance provided by regulations such as s.

2(9)(a), hel s to preserve the Parks as a place of  ublic recreation and a global tourist attraction. As Brown J. (as he

then was) observed in Batty, at para. 91, without rules governin  what people can and cannot do in parks, they would

be at risk of descending into  battlegrounds of competing uses ... or places where th  stronger, by use of occupation

and intimidation, could exclude the weaker or those who are not prepared to resort to confrontation .

[72] I conclude that s. 2(9)(a) has a sufficiently important purpose: safeguarding the reasonable use of the Parks by
the public, by prolubiting othe s from unreasonably interfering with that use.

Rational Connection

[73] The rational connection branch of the test is satisfied if the impugned provision contributes in some way to

advancing its objective. Again, the requirement is easily satisfied here. The specific means adopted by s. 2(9)(a) - a

prohibition on abusive and insulting langua e or other conduct that unnecessarily interferes with the use of the Parks

by other persons - clearly advances its objective of maintaining the public character of the Parks.

Minimal impairment

[74] Section 2(9)(a) will fail the minimal impairment test only if there are alternative schemes, less restrictive of

freedom of expression, that achieve the provision s objective "in a real and substantial manner": K.R.J, at para. 70;

Alberta v. Hutterian Brethren of Wilson Colony, 2009 SCC 37 fCanLID. [2009] 2 S.C.R. 567, at para. 55. The

Commission, which promulgated the regulation, is owed a "measure of latitude  in this inquiry; the question is whether

the means it chose is within an acceptable range of alternatives, not whether it is the least restrictive means imaginable:

City of Montreal, at para. 94;  . v. Edwards Books and Arts Ltd., 1986 CanLII 12 CSCQ. [1986] 2 S.C.R. 713, at p.

772; Gordon v. Ca ada (Attorney General), 2016 ONCA 625 t anLID. 404 D.L.R. (4th) 590, at paras. 258-261.

[75] Section 2(9)(a) does not cast a wide net over expressive activity in the Parks. As noted above, the provision

does not curtail expression that society expects a reasonable person to be able to tolerate. It does not restrict expression

that is annoying, or even infuriating. People using public spaces are required to tolerate exposure to ideas with which

they intensely disagree - ideas that may be inimical to their own deeply cherished commitments and choices.

[76] The record before us discloses no alternative scheme to s. 2(9)(a) that would be less impairing of freedom of
expression and capable of substantially achieving the provision s objectives. I conclude that s. 2(9)(a) is minimally

impairing of s. 2(b).

Overall proportionality

[77] The final question is whether there is proportionality between the salutary effects of s. 2(9)(a) and its
deleterious effects on the right to freedom of expression.

[78] Unfortunately, the court does not have the benefit of submissions from Mr. Bracken on the deleterious effects

of s. 2(9)(a). He objects to what he calls the  reading down” of the provision and insists that it be interpreted as

proscribing all speech that is merely insulting or abusive, without more. I have rejected this submission as an

unsupportable interpretation of s. 2(9)(a).

[79] I will therefore proceed under the assumption that section 2(9)(a) has two negative effects on freedom of

expression. First, persons who wish to express themselves in a manner that infringes the provision will be unable to do

so. This is an undeniable loss of freedom. Second, is the “chilling effect ; some persons may unnecessarily self-censor,

either because they wrongly conclude their expression contravenes s. 2(9)(a) and keep silent, or because they are

concerned that officials tasked with enforcing s. 2(9)(a) will misapply it and curtail lawful expression. As McLachlin J.

(as she then was) noted in dissent in Keegstra at p. 850, “in weighing the intrusiveness of a limitation on freedom of

expression our consideration cannot be confined to those who may ultimately be convicted under the limit, but must



extend to those who may be deterred from legitimate expression by uncertainty as to whether they might be convicted. 

[80] Neither concern, in my view, is si nificant in this appeal.

[81] First, although s. 2(9)(a) undoubtedly restricts freedom of expression within the Parks, the type of expression it

prohibits carries little weight in the s. 1 analysis, as it does not meaningfully advance any of the genuine human goods

associated with freedom of expression: Whatcott v. Saskatchewan Human Rights Tribunal, 2013 SCC 11 ( CanLIIl.

[2013] 1 S.C.R. 467, at para. 112. As described above, s. 2(9)(a) does not prohibit the expression of contentious or

controversial ideas. It does not prohibit or curtail robust contributions to public debate. It does not prohibit incivility,

profanity, or vulgarity. In proscribing the use of abusive or insulting language, it merely prohibits personal invective.

[82] Turning to the second concern, I make two observations about the possible  chilling effect  created by s. 2(9)

(a).

[83] First, one aspect of a chilling effect presupposes over-enforcement of s. 2(9)(a) by the NPP. This is a reasonable

concern. This concern, however, does not provide grounds for finding the provision unconstitutional. Enforcement

problems, should they occur, are to be addressed through the oversight of administrative law. The Commission is

entitled to promul ate regulations under the assumption that they will be applied constitutionally by the NPP: Little

Sisters Book & Art Emporium v. Canada (Commissioner of Customs & Revenue Agency), 2007 SCC 2 ICanLIPl. [2007]

1 S.C.R. 38, at para. 71. As this court held in R. v. Khawaja, 2010 ONCA 862 fCanLID. 103 O.R. (3d) 321, at para.

134:

Nor can improper conduct by the state actors charged with enforcing legislation render what is otherwise constitutional

legislation unconstitutional. Where the problem lies with the enforcement of a constitutionally valid statute, the

solution is to remedy that improper enforcement, not to declare the statute unconstitutional.

[84] Second, these proceedings mark the first time that s. 2(9)(a) has been judicially interpreted. Following this

decision, and any future decisions that apply s. 2(9(a) to individual cases,  greater certainty may be expected, further

reducing the law's chilling effect”: R. v. Sharpe, 2001 SCC 2 fCanLID. [2001] 1 S.C.R. 45, at para. 104. This increased

certainty will benefit both members of the public and NPP officers tasked with enforcing the Regulations.

[85] Set a ainst these concerns are significant benefits for users of the Parks in knowing their reasonable use of the

Parks will not be frustrated by abuse directed towards them. The narrow limit on expression placed on all users of the

Parks is, in my view, proportionate to the benefit to be achieved in maintaining the character of the Parks as   place of

public resort.

[86] On the basis of the foregoing analysis, I conclude that the limits on freedom of expression established by s.

2(9)(a) are fully justified. The regulation does not violate the Charter. I would dismiss this ground of appeal.

[87] There remains the Charter challenge to the oral trespass notice.

[88] Both parties take the position that when Mr. Bracken attended at NPP headquarters on August 4, an NPP

officer, Mr. Forcier, delivered an oral trespass notice to Mr. Bracken: he was not to return to the Parks with his sign. If

he did, he would be arrested and removed from the premises. Mr. Bracken sought a declaration that he was lawfully

permitted to attend with his sign on the sidewalk. The application judge declined to grant the declaration, noting that he

had already “expressed the opinion that doing no more than returning with the sign in question would not breach s. 2(9)

(a) , and stating that he did not know “just what the police would do if [Mr. Bracken] returned to the park with the

sign”. It appears that the application judge thought it would be sufficient to draw the NPP s misapplication of s. 2(9)(a)

to the parties  attention, and that would be sufficient to resolve the matter of the trespass notice. It was not.

[89] It was only at the hearing of this appeal, more than a year after the decision of the application judge was

released, that the respondent conceded that the on-going trespass notice was invalid. Up to that point, the respondent

took the position that the trespass notice was valid and subsisting. The respondent further argued that Mr. Bracken’s



challenge to the trespass notice was moot because the NPP could have removed Mr. Bracken from the Parks pursuant

to the Trespass to Property Act, given his violation of si_2(9}(a)(the constitutionality of which had been upheld), and

alternadvely, because the notice was authorized by s. 2(11 ) of the Regulations (which Mr. Bracken has not challenged).

[90] The respondent s conclusion is a non sequitur. The mere fact that provisions of the Trespass to Property Act

and s. 2(1 Ti of the Re ulations may authorize the NPP to issue trespass notices or otherwise exclude persons from the

Parks says nothing about whether the exercise of that power in this particular case was lawful or constituted a violation

of a Charter ri ht.

[91] Mr. Bracken attended at the station on August 4 specifically to clarify whether, on the NPP s understanding of

the law, he was permitted to display his sign. Inspector Forcier told him that he was not and that he would be arrested

and removed if he did so. This disagreement about his legal rights was the impetus for Mr. Bracken to bring this

proceeding in the first place, challenging the trespass notice as an infringement of his Charter rights. To be fair to the

respondent, it was not always clear what remedy Mr. Bracken was seeking or on what grounds. And to be fair to Mr.

Bracken, it is not always a simple matter to determine whether the proper course of action is to challenge a decision,

the legislation authorizing the decision, or both. In the circumstances of this multi-pronged and on-going dispute

between the parties, it was an error for the application judge not to bring some clarity by issuing a declaration quashing

the trespass notice.

[92] In summary, based on the above analysis on the scope and constitutionality of s. 2(9)(a), and in the absence of

any submission by the respondent to justify the trespass notice, I conclude that the trespass notice constituted an

unconstitutional curtailment of freedom of expression in an open public venue.

[93] Unlike the protesters in Batty, who essentially converted a public park to their exclusive use, this was an

instance of a single person, standing on a sidewalk at the edge of a public, semi-commercial plaza within a park,

holding a sign displaying a political message. Political messages are always provocative. They imply that others are

wrong, perhaps through ignorance, mistake, negligence, or even moral failure. They frequently risk offending those

with contrary views. But in a free society individuals are permitted to use open public spaces to address the people

assembled there - to challenge each other and to call government to account. The idea that the Parks are somehow

different - that they are categorically a  safe space  where people are to be protected from exposure to political

messa es - is antithetical to a free and democratic society and w uld set a dangerous precedent. Again, this does not

mean that there cannot be any limitation on expression in the Parks based on ti e of day, appropriate limits on noise,

or the nature of any interference with the specific activities going on in the specific location within the Parks. The

analysis must always be contextual. But in this instance, it is conceded that there were no circumstances that would

justify the removal of a single protester with a sign from a busy plaza, and that the display of the sign, despite its

profanity, did not constitute the use of insulting or abusive language within the meaning of s.2(9)(a).

[94] Although the trespass notice has now been withdrawn and the issue is moot, in my view it is nevertheless in the

interests of justice to issue a declaration stating there was no basis in law to issue the trespass notice enjoining the

display of the appellant s sign and quashing the trespass notice.

Disposition

[95] I would allow the appeal in part. I would allow the appeal with respect to the trespass notice of August 4, 2016,

and issue a declaration quashing the notice as set out above. I would dismiss the appeal with respect to the

constitutional challenge to s. 2(9)(a).

[96] As success is divided, there is no order as to costs.

Released: March 19, 2018

B.W. Miller J.A.  “I agree Doherty J.A.  “I agree H.S. LaForme J.A. 
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NATURE OF PRC CEEDING

[1] Following :he 2010 . for To v n Council of the Town of South Bruce Peninsula, Craig Gammie, an

unsuccessful candidate for cc r in that election, engaged in periodic litigation with the Town and, on one occasion,

left an audio recording device running in the Council chamber after Council went into a dosed session at which the Town s

litigation t/iih IC   ammie coui   nave been discussed. Upon discovering the device, Council passed Resolution R-793-

2012 on November 20, 2012 (•'•'th  2012 Resolution ), banning Mr. Gammie from entering onto Town property, including

the Council Chamber.

[2j Mr. Gam  piiec. = court pu suant to the Municipal Act. 2001. for an order quashing the 2012 on the ground

that he had not her * a / Si nc --- - Council s intention to consider it, or an opportunity to respond. He later settled his

proceeding, at the   esuo  e_ e presiding judge, by withdrawing it upon To n Council agreeing to reconsider the

resolution an  to g = -vw. Ge  = an opportunity to respond.

[3j Mr. Gammie continued to engage in what the  own Council re arded as disruptive activities. On August 20, 2013,

the Town Council  assed a further Resolution R-423-2013, prohibiting Mr. Gammie from entering onto Town property

( the 20 13 Resolu ion ). Mr. CTmmie a ain aoplied to the court pursuant to section 273 of the Municipal Act. 2001. this

time for an order .g both be 2012 and  re 2013 Resolutions, on the grounds of ille ality as well as on the ground of

consututionai irrt The Cc. , n raiseu an Initial objection that Mr. Gammie’s challen e to the 2012 Resolution had been

settled and that he should not be permitted to :e-litigate the legality of that Resolution on grounds that were raised or that

should have been  aised in his first application.

[ ] On June3, 2014, Town 2

and 2013 Resolutions i  their en

ith the exception or Pie  ibwno ,

Garnmie, ana that sna Jd Mr. Get

permitted to contact Mr. Gammie

permitted by tne To ten Clerk, M .

person was also in attendance.

further resolution ( die 2014  esolution”) i  which it repealed the 2012

rety, an d sCb  treated a more limited one. The 2014 Resolution directed that Town staff,

-edrniniscraior, would not be re uired to communicate or otherwise interact  ith Mr.

unit subnet nomination papers for the 2014  unicipal e±ecdon, the To n Clerk would be

via   aii or e-mail, as required, an  only in relation to election matters, and that, if

Garnmie could attend at the Clerk’s office, provided the Administrator or another staff

[5c Notwithstanding the re  ed of dm 2f 12 and 2013 Resolutions, Mr. Gammie requested a determination as to the

merits of his applica ion, and rm cost . AM: teari g submissions as to costs, I reserved judgment. These are my reasons,

then, for the disposi ion made or xj the costs of me application.

BACKGROUND TACTS

[6j Mr. Gam ie   a 64 yet.; old retiree engineer/ business professional with an engineering degree from the University

of Watermo anc an r Tore men; 1 e Schuiidc f c ooi of Busi ess at  Cork University. Ee has no criminal record.

[7j In 2010,  r. Gammie n o unsuccessf Tiy for the position of Ward 3 Councillor in the South Bruce Peninsula

mu icipal election, hie says a. .re lost oy a  arrow  ar in, and that he received more votes than two other currently

sittin  councillors, vepreserxkw marcls of similar sizes. He is running a ain in the 2014 election.

[8J  r. Gamr e ;.as the Town of South Bruce Peninsula, but says that he spends much of his time at his

home in Mississauga. He to e rexiaenfs of South Bruce Peninsula consider hi  a  se sonal” resident, and that



he therefore considers it vital to re actively involved in Town politics in order to become known locally and overcome the

disadvantage of not being a full- nme resident,

[9] Mr. Gamrnie has attended many council and public meetings, all of which are held on municipal property. He has

presented at many of the meeting;;, and writes a newsletter on municipal issues. He says mat he bases his newsletter

articles, in part, o  information _..r obtains a  Council meetings and on discussions he has with other politically active people

at the meetings.

[10] Mr. Gamrnie has engaged in r  eated litigation with the Town and its Councillors and staff. In particular,

(i) He issued :=¦ eral con dirt of interest challenges against councillors, in which he alle ed  a pattern of sloppiness 

in adhering to the t wtions ucaar Municipal Conflict of Merest Act, R.S.O. 1990. All but one of the matters settled on a

without-costs basis. H s claims , ¦ at the Gw: - huess” has diminished.

(ii) He challenged the To n s Economic Development Committee w en he believed that it was overstepping its

mandate. He notes that the To n Council eventually discontinued the Committee.

(hi) He dial!. . .  me wa;

job. The Town, h .a e

Town s Chief Administrative Officer was promoted and then performed her

deployment

(iv) The Chii
fees. Mr. Gam  ie challen ed >

lawsuit against Mr. Gam  ie was

v, fleer scad Mr. Gam  ie and others for slander, an  the Town initially paid her legal

ho vn s authority to do so. The To n eventually ceased paying her legal fees, and her

eventually settled with a dismissal  ithout costs.

[11] Accordin  to Mr. Gamrrr e, some ccuaeillcrs and staff have complained that he is against all development, and that

he indiscriminately op noses Com.ciih actions.. According to Mr. Gam  ie, they ha e caliec dim a  thorn in our sides , who

must be stop ed,” an. ., have mhr rec to him and others as  a plague on the town,” and “criminals”.

[12] Mr. Gam  ie says that ne nas attendee over 100 council and other public municipal meetings, and has presented at

many of them. He denies that he e er:

(i) spoke at a meeting  /ithout permission from the Chair;

(ii) was askea to leave a meeting;

( i)  as wart ed that ii I   did net ul. continue some activity, he would be asked to leave;

(iv) was warned that he noutd be banned from any, let alone all, municipal meetings.

c) The 2012 'RezoluLio 

[13] On March 11 2011,  he To vn netd a meeting of the Committee of the Whole,  x. - An Gam  ie attended. At some

point, the Committm ¦ /eric inw closed sessi on to discuss matters of a pri ate nature, incl a     litigation, or potential

litigation, and the put ie was ask.- d to leave.  r. Gam  ie left an audio recording device running in Council cha bers. The

device was discovered durin  me closed session, and Mr. Gam  ie was warned not to leave such a device running in

Council Chambers again durin  c osed sessio s.  he Town staff tur ed the device over to the Ontario Provincial Police (the

“OPP”).

[14] On Novetnce; id, 231 f : re Town Or onci! passed Resolution R-793-2012, prohibiting Mr. Gam  ie from entering

onto the Town s pro mwy (“die id-2 itesemenn'). This resolution  rovided:

That Mr. Gammie be wohibiteo id am enteri g any To n of South Brace Peninsula Council Chambers, committee meetings

and Town Hall ia h ..m unth an alligation is completed.

[15] Aoc the time the 2Gld 1 ovation  as missed, Mr. Gammie had made five court applications a ainst the Town, its

Councillors, and mlanis' e-rs of the Vdiarton Business Improvement Area Board of Management. Council discussed



these Applications i  closed session, as diey involved solicitor-client litigation advice, which was privileged. The 2012

Resolution included the follondag bac ground:

Mr. Gam  ie has oendrng brigs a n against its Town of South Bruce Peninsula, was warned not to leave the tape recorder in

Council Chambers, yet it La p .. c a ain November 20, 2012.

[16] Mr.  am   -  tays that ne ././as _ot g. -r notice, before the November 20th meeting, that Council would be

discussing a reso _l oc .j ban him frcm *. . - u;al meetings on the groun  that he had left a recording device running at a

closed meeting o  bo - noil. He says that he had used the device to record  open meetin s 5 due to the poor quality of the

official municipal recordin s, me further states that munici al staff themselves had sometimes left recording devices

operating at dosed meetin   ihemselvas, akmmgh he offered no details of such incidents.

[17] Mr. Gammie coeyed the void  esolution. He applied to the court pursuant to section 273 of the Municipal Act.

2001,m to rescind Lie oan a ainst him, but re-attended Council meetings only when the ban was temporarily rescinded.

There was no complaint about oh; conduct a  toy of the meetings he attended during the temporary rescission of the ban.

[18] On Au ust 20, 2913, Co..ceil varied tea 2012 Resolution b  ap roving Resolu ion R-423-2013 (“the 2013

Resolution ). That racolucoi vu.bded:

That Craig Ga mie be hereaber  rohibited .bo  entering Council Cha bers and all other  ortions of Town Hall located at

315 George St eet in bbiarto 

And further that Craig Ga  ie :  ber efesr cronibited from attending:

1. An  To   Council beet tin :

2. Any mee in s of:

(a) A Committee of Council;

(b) The Town of South B uw Peninsula Police Services Board;

(c)  he Wiarton busin ss 1  movemen  .-.tea Board of Management: and

(d) The Wiarto b eppei it u national At. sort Joint Municipal Service Board; and

(e) Any public rneeung held ' y the Town, includin  any public meetings held in accordance with a statutory

requirement.

And furtner that Crai  Gam it t e nereafeer tvohibiied from contactin  or interacting, in any way, with To n staff, with the

exception of the Tow:  s Acimbb: -aeon

And further that, rum . Ithsianmn; the forego 1: p, should Craig Gammie submit nomination papers for the 2014 municipal

election for the To n, Mr. Gamtme  ould be oermitte  to contact the To n Clerk via mail or e-mail (only in relation to

municipal electio  matters); ana if per itted by the Town Clerk, Mr. Gammie could attend at Clerk s office, provided that

the Administrator or another staff person is also in attendance.

[19] Ail of Mr. Gsmmie’s leg: actions wwe resolved before August 20, 2013. He says  nat the reasons for the 2013

Resolution, banni g nun fro  us.. frcipal prouerty,  ere prepared by the Town s la yers, and were not shown to councillors

before or at the inertin s where : r  ban   s c rasidered. In his application to quash the 2013 Resolution, he asserted that

the 2013 Resoiuucn teas han TA ; him wbmn  inutes of the end of the closed  eetin  or Council. Council refused to tell

him whe  me resclubtm was preuered, or whether any presentation  as made concerning it before it was prepared.

[20] Mr. Ga a An e  _ asm t ,e 21.. Resolution was based on incidents that occurred before the 2012 Resolution

was passed, om m: :s  m_. • m= m .wen as reasons for 2013 Resolution, namely:

The Mc bAn Paricng t.Gt incident;(i)



(ii) The Si n a  a Meeting ineident;

(iii) The WundeTiah Si n Tnt:ide L; and

(iv) The McMiilan at reor arizadon  eein  Incident.

[21] The Town responded tc  r. GammieT application, asserting that he was a threat to the safety of public officials,

staff or members cf me public. I: offered eviaence of four incidents that prompted it to pass the resolutions, as follows.

(i) The McMiLcn  urkl.-.j Got GrcMam:

[22] In November 2011, Mirntal  cMidt a, who was Chair of the Town s Economic Development Committee ( EDC ),

chaired  n EDC mewin  in me Town’s Council Chambers. After the meeting adjourned, Mr. Gammie, who had attended

the meetin , followed Mr. McMillan outside and into the parkin  lot. Mr. Gammie wanted ro discuss an issue with Mr.

McMillan, but Mr. Mc illan  e him that ha did not  ant to discuss it with him.

[23] Mr. Gammie acknowledges thee ha one  ith Mr. McMillan after the meeting, and that he walked beside him to

Mr. McMillan’s car, wnich •» e wl . Gammie’s car. He further admits that when Mr. McMillan entered his

o n car, he [Mr. Gamariej knc eaM (Mr. 1 nan says  banged ) on the window of Mr. McMillan’s car with his hand.

Mr. McMillan drove away.

(ii) The Sian am,  Mr. Gann Ja uaw orcM-zd to  emove

[24] Mr. Gam ie aect _ as to a r weial budget meeting of Council on February 10, 2012. The Town says that

on multiple occasions in the os s e  r. e had brought signs into Council chambers which went beyond political

protest, and accused Counciilcm M to • ; ¦ d “stealin ,  as  ell as acc sing the former Chief .Administrative Officer of

the Town, Rhonda Cook, of havin  a “perso al vendetta . The Town says that on January 24, 2012, he brought a sign  with

an obvious sexua  odinoiaiion o.mOQi cVis. Cook into a special  eeting of Council. One of the Councillors twice raised a

point of order in : .aang that it was offensive to staff, and that there was  an obvious sexual

connotation to the sign,  Counci, passed t resolutions requiring that the sign be removed immediately, and Mr. Gammie

eventually re oved ip  cicauw nw ne mat icing so “under duress and that this was not over. 

[25j A  the Fetrwuy 10, zCGg  eeting, ¦ ; Deputy Chair, Jay Kirkland, asked Mr. Ga mie to remove one of the signs,

as “he did not want [mose] signs 1 a the ww. .not”. Mr. Ga mie refused to remove it, and a majority of Council then

passed a  otion to have the sign .mm ma t Gammi  again refuse  to remove the sign, whereupon the Ontario

Provincial Police c w.t called and rent

[26] Mr. Gammie ttys died a   mrmal resd/aticn was m de directing him to remove the si n, although he acknowledges

that the Deputy Cnair,  r. Ki n and, or eret ti  to remove one side, or face, of one of the si ns, which stated:  Someone

is suing John, Rica:, Crma, Craw for $73C,0 mO on your dime’’. Mr. Garnmie asked b/ .-..at authority the Deputy Chair

had made the order, and because rone wa; c - r, ne condnued to refuse to remove the c.. c.i ed face of the sign, on the

round that he  a  no: creacMag any wto - - tei  evhed es that pe ce ware called arm re oved the challen ed face of

the sign.

[27j M . Ga  mi; mace a. .m s: atauan ag:. csi the proposed bud et, using the three remaning sides of his signs. He

ar ued that Connon lacked the anriGrity to fmc the Chief Administrative Officer’s legal action against him, and other

actions against him fc   slander,

(in) M . Gammi  s ek n an : Mr. Mannar-. :n

[28] The To n as seres that o.t nmu n 31 2012, there was a public  eeting at the Sauble Community Centre concerning

the Town’s Strategic P.er. . . Dig teas adjourned, and while people were cleaning u , Mark Wonderlich, a

member of the puoiic,  e oved   si n mat Dm. Gammie had brought. Mr. Gammie acknowled es that he returned into the

Community Cent e and confrccied Mr. Vonceriich about discarding his sign. Mayor Close says that he witnessed the

confrontation, anc that Mr. G   arte took the pointed end of the si n and shoved it into Mr. Wonderlich’s stomach.



[23] Mr. Gam  ie denies thai ;ne post was pointed and denies striking Mr. Wonderlich with it. He notes that the Town

did not offer a sworn affidavit from Mark 'Wonderlich in connection with the incident. The only oral evidence it offered was

from Mr. Close. Mr. Gammie stares that Mr. Close claims to have had a clear view, but that he was, in fact, many feet away,

with many people between him and the incident.

[30] Mr. Gammie further states that a videota e of the meeting does not show that the post  as pointed, or that he struck

anyone with it. He submits that an affidavit of John Strachan, who was directly behind Mr. Gammie, which was used in

another proceeding, states that no contact occurred.

(iv) Altereatijf, vCth Mu M Millan at Reorganization Meeting

[31] The To n says chat on July 30, 2012, there was a public meetin  at the Wiarton Arena about re-structuring the

composition of Council. Follo ing a presentation from the Town s Clerk, Angie Cathrae, the meetin  was opened for

public comment. Mr. Gammie raised several issues which the To n says  ere unrelated to the subject of the meeting. It

further says that he began insuhin  members cf the Town Council. He referred to his personal  wall of shame , consisting

of a nu ber of people, including  e Mayor, who did not agree with his views. The Town says that Ms. Cathrae rul d Mr.

Gammie out of order, out that he condnued speaking. Finally, Mr. McMillan, former Chair of the EDC, asked Mr. Gammie

to stop speaking and sit down.  r. McMillan stated on cross-examination that Mr. Gammie charged toward him from

behind in a threaten ng manner, and that Mr. McMillan’s  ife warned her husband to  look out.  The  own says that after

an exchange of words between ire t o men, Mr. Gam ie said  Let’s take this outside  or “111 meet you out in the parking

lot , which Mr. Mc illan intemmoed to  ea  that he wanted to fight. Ms. Cathrae intervened to prevent a physical

alterc tion bet een them.

[32] Mr. Gamr ie ackno ledges that he was interrupted by Mr. McMillan, who told him in a loud voice to sit down, and

that Mr. Gammie in /iced him tc “come ousm cl He notes that Mr. Close states that Mr, Gammie yelled the invitation

across the room, whereas Mr. M nviilian say  nat Mr. Gammie was standing beside him when he spoke the words. Mr.

Gammie denies that he was hn/nmg Mr. Me Ma  out to fight, and state  that he simply wanted to speak with him outside

in order not to discard the  roamgs Insmt die Council chamber. He ackno led es that Mr. McMillan and Mr. Close

regarded the invitation as a chaheu e to fi ht.

[33] Mr. Gammie says that Mr. McMillan and Mr. Close remained in the Arena after the meeting to talk with others, and

that he had no further  ords wim die . He  ays that he did not see Mr. McMillan when he  ent outside much later, after

the meeting had endec.

[34] Mr. Gammie s ates chs: - me is nc evidence of a y investigation of the incidents, or of discussion or consideration

as to whether they rep aired any measures to ae taken in response to them. There is also no evidence, he says, that any

consideration was given of less res  rictive  eans of achieving the Town’s purpose.

[35] While Mr. Gamrnie was fanned, he continued to involve himself in the policy development process through written

sub issions he made  o Council ana staff, throu h the Chief Administrative Officer. In particular,

(i) Mr. Garmnie suonl - m ter r   ng the budget for the February 19, 2013, bud et meeting, anticipating that it

would be read into the recorc, mcordanm . nth what he says is a standard  rocedure. It was not read, which Mr. Gammie

attributes to a decision by a staff member drscy Heifer, ap arently with the approval of Mr. Close.

(ii) On June S, 2013, Mr. Gammie sent a letter to an Administrator, Ms. Farrow-La rence, who did not forward the

letter to Council.

[36] On June 3, 2024, To n Cpencil  assa a a third Resolution R-252-2014 (“the Third Resolution ) concerning Mr.

Gammie. It repealed  e 2012 aar 2013 Res  ticns in their entiret , effecti e immediately. The Third Resolution further

provides:

That Town staff shall nor be reqt.ireQ to com unicate or otherwise interact with Craig Gammie, except for the  own’s

Administrator;



Arid further that notwithstanding :he foregoing, should Craig Gammie submit nomination papers for the 2014 municipal

election for the Town, the To n Clerk is hereby permitted to contact Mr. Gammie via mail or e-mail, as required, and only

in relation to munici al election matters; and, if permitted by the  own Clerk, Mr. Gammie could attend at the Clerk s

office, provided that the Admini trator or a other staff person is also in attendance.

[37] At the heari g of Mr. Gt rmtnieh application o  June 25, 2014, counsel advised the court that the passage of the 2014

Resolution had obviated the need for the remedies that Mr. Gammie sought in his application. Nevertheless, Mr. Gammie

requested a determination as to . a.  erits of ms application and an order respecting the costs associated with it.

ms issues

[38] The Town s p  sage of fa- 2014 Reoalation rendered the substantive issues in Mr. Gammie’s a plication moot.

Nevertheless, Mr. Gammie askoti  e cour  m consider the merits of his applicatio  for the purpose of determining whether

either party should be recuired to  ay the ether’s costs. The court must therefore consider, as a threshold issue, whether to

address the substantive issues ra  ad in the A oplicati'on, notwithstanding that they are moot.

[39] The Application itself raised the following substantive issues:

POSITIONS OF TOG FaS l i: JCEGGIGIING TEE SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES

[40] The Town asserted that Mo. Gammie was impro erly seeking to re-litigate issues that he raised, or should have

raised, in his eaiiln t CCcaticn u q ash the 2012 Resolution. It argued that the court should refuse to hear his application

because it dismissed els earlier amlicadon as abandoned, with the consent of both parties.

[41] Mr. Gammie argued mat o.e conse;..-. to the dismissal of his earlier a  lication because the Town conceded that it

had not given him an ooportuni  / to be hem: onfore passing the resolution, which was the basis for his challenge in that

application, and that one Town - we i, at m  s:ance of Conlan J., to  ive him that opportunity. In those circumstances, he

said, the cusmissa! cf Ms earlier • okemien - : Ed not preclude him from challenging both resolutions on the new ground

that they  ere beyond the jur . of me To n ana were constitutionally invalid, infringing his right to free expression,

as guaranteed by the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms ( the Charter ).

[ 2] The Town argijed that  e Town was obliged by the OHSA to pass the resolutions in order to maintain a safe

workplace for its e pmyees. ; f Gam ie a   Mea mat he had not engaged in violence or threaten violence and that his

conduct had not creaum an uns.-. e rarkpiaa: tor the Town’s employees.

[43] T e Town asserted tha  1   ssed Me r solutions in the exercise of its necessary jurisdiction to control its own

process and to maintain order at i  t meetings, and that the court should defer to its exercise of jurisdiction, even if it found

that it exercised that jii isckcn: i a w reasonable manner. Mr. Gammie argued that the resolutions were unnecessary and

that the court would be fecy.. e: „  mcemstances of necessity in oraer to conclude that tire Town had jurisdiction to

pass the resolu ions.

[44] Mr. Gammie asserted  hm the resolutions infringed his consti Gcnally guaranteed ri ht to free expression. The

Town argued chat the resolutions : rcitioit.ad 1.1:. Gammie’s violent an:  isruptive conduct, which were expressions not

protected by me Charter.

ANALYSIS AND E  MLENC; 

[45] The Supreme Court of Canada set ou  the approach to be taken to the issue of mootness in Borowski v. Canada

(Aitorney General). T e Ontario Court of An seal later considered Boivresld i  Tamil Co-operative Homes Inc. v.

Arulappah a   Jane Toe v. Ce.r.-r a (Ac orr.ey General).

[46] In Tamil Doherty J.A. : noted me follo ing passage by Sopinka J. from Borov/ski, defi ing mootness in these

terms:

Accordingly if, subseouent to    initiation of me action or proceeding,



events occur which affect the  _,ship of the parties so that no present

live controversy exists which atfects the rights of the parties, the case is

said to be moot.

[47] In the case before him. f'chesty J.A. held that the Divisional Court erred in hearing an appeal which had become

moot. He stated t e following:

. ..The parties remai  adverse   • ~-1-  in the sense that they take different positions on the legal issues raised before the

courts below. They are aptly * d as opposing debaters taking affirmative and negative positions on legal propositions

and not as litigants opposed 1 ;t in an ongoing legal controversy. The ap eal is moot.

[48] In the present case, tf t are adversarial on the issue of w et er the 2012 and 2013 Resolutions were valid,

and the  have an ongoing dis to the costs of the application and as to the extent of t e To n s power to control Mr.

Gammie’s right of self-expressicn and the way in  hich that power may be exercised. In Jane Doe, LaForme J.A. stated:

The general rule at c  : ___

general rule may oe aerr

re uired tangible ann no 

(ii) if the r sponse m t/m ___

discretion to hear me on;

[49] LaForme J. farmer stated:

Borov/ski provides a  :c

Quid decline to decide  ases that have become moot. Exceptions to the

part test found in Borcv/ski: fi) the c ur: m st determine whether the

'he  arties has discroo ared and the iss  s hav  b com  academia a d

rive, cm court m sz decid  if it should nevertheless exercise its

t •: s be considered wh n deciding whether to exercise judicial

The three factors are:

(1) W ether a/ -  . cH-.r x b e ists between the parties.

(2) Whether spu   men x ms a wm so as to justify the expenditure a  sca ce judicial resources.

(3) Whether th.  mm mat ym she -  ma  ye to its rote as -the adjudicative   x  h in our mlitical

fromeworh. [Emp- mm:]

[50] in t e presfc.r. case, an t ¦  sm w_ .el rionship still exists between the parties. Seme elements of the 2013

Resolution v/ere mwmmieed in r 2010 OlmmwiGn which continues to have effect. There is a need for the court to be

sensitive to its role as the adnmbmdve branch in our oolitical frame o k, and the court can best perform its role in the

present case by acjuoicating as to the costs of the application in the context of the issues chat Mr, Gammie raised in his

Application wi h to am   ys £fia cgnj Resolutions.

[51] For the n . rat fed • s i find ma l»/fr. G mmie s application to quash the 2012 Resolution was an abuse of

process which, fc. mx reason, . :nld not na . - oeen permitted to proceed.

[52] The doctrine of res Jack:.: m includes me more narro  doctrines of cause of action estoppel, issue estoppel, and

collateral attack. Cause of aede r mxo pel is a cranch of res judicata.

[53] In El: . a. Cd/arm. ' . F.Raley J. outlined its four require ents:

(i) • Them rrms: oe a fin . ntsicn :f   to art of co petent jurisdiction in the prior action;

(ii) The  arties to  he sabs-:  ..ant iidg mm  ust ha e been parties to, or in privity with, the parties to that action;

(hi) The cause of action is: :ia-  rior action  ust no: be separate and distinct;

(iv) The basis cf the cause a a  ion in ass subsequent action must nave been argued or capable of having been argued

in the prior action if me  arti a. a. i exerciser, reasonable diligence.



[54j The doctrine of res jucii :cm has limned application to actions settled on consent, at least as it pertains to issue

estoppel, there having been no :. :;ndicaticn. imsdce C.L. Campbell stated in Catalyst Fund General Partner I Inc. v.

Hollinger Inc., then:

A Consent Order may operate tv res j dicata with respect to the causes of action settled by the Consent Order. Issue

estoppel, however, aoes not aptf where idem nas been no adjudication on the merits.

[55] Qui ley J. held in GravFu v. Or.tc.ric, however, that a consent dismissal of an action  may feed a finding of res

judicata.  He relied, m this ragvm, on Groimc Ids decision in Reddy v. Gshawa Flying Cl b, chat, “a consent order which

ends an action is of tine same ef. tor purposes of the res j dicata doctrine as a judgment issued by the court on

completion of a trial or hearing s

[56] Relati e to die rbird eia .. my Shams j. stared in Las Vegas Scrip Ltd. that “a litigant cannot establish a new and

fresh cause of action by ad ancing a new  e al theory in sup ort of a claim based upon essentially the same facts,  and the

Court in Hogue s.a - nac the r awtion or Se  Iasi branch is whether die issue raised in the second action should have been

raised in the first. Cm- 5up eme Court o cvSwm rise rationale underlying this in Grandview:

[W]here a given rcmm oecom- mo es. , _ _gation in, and of adjudication by, a court of competent jurisdiction, the

court requires the saHw so dm : m .o_ m s a  for ard their whole case, and will not (except under special

circumstances) pe. v.. me sam - . . _e„ m :_e . .i.e same subject of liti ation in respect of matter which was not brought

for ard, only bees _ s: mey hi - mv r r- nice, inadvertence or even accident, omitted part of their case.

The plea of res judicata anplies wcept in sswiai cases, not only to points upon which the court was actually required by

the parties to form an opinion .a ¦: waneims  a judgment, but to every point which pro erly belon ed to the subject of

liti ation, in widen the parties, : x  aisin  reasonable diligence, mi ht na e brought for ard at the time. [Emphasis added.]

[57] Unlike  causa of action asmonel , the doctrine of abuse of process is unencumbered by specific requirements. In

particular, abuse of process may a apiy to block a claim even where the technical requirements of the res judicata doctrines

cannot be  et: Toror o (City) v. b. U.P.E., Local '79. In that case, Arbour J. explains that the abuse of process doctrine seeks

to  revent a process tag die L v/c .it. cffeitd to a orinciples of  judicial economy, consistency, finality, and the integrity of the

ad inistration of g sice.  Aecmk agty, wtow xs application is bein  considered, the focus of the inquiry is  less on the

interest of parties mm more oi  o o integrit  tv ; udiciai aecision-maxing as a branch of the administration of justice.”

[58] in relation to dte 20iv k t miv icn,  v Gammre relied on grounds of challen e  et ne could have raised in his first

application. If  r. Ga  iek a g '.merit v  : accepted, it  ould allow liti ants to make a .. cession of applications, raising

one argument after another, urk ve  finv cm mat is successful. This  ould lead to a m Uicity of proceedings, and

increasing the ri e a . expeev; ktigsuts tn a  : endure to obtain a just resolution of the n_c ve_ on its merits. This would be

an abuse of process  u cannc: it-; tr ixa.

[59] For the foregoing reasons, i  ill confine my analysis of the re aining issues to the 2013 Resolution.

[60] Sections 32.0.1 to 32.0.7 v: the OHSA came into force in 2009. The amendments were a reaction to the growing

realization that workplace violent.- can be « significant issue in any workplace. The amendments are intended to require

parties in the worxcv.ce  o rais, tvtir aw w vs  nd not i  ore warnings of violence that puts employees in danger.

[61] Sections. • > , 32.0.2,   .11.3, 32. . s end 32.0.7 require e ployers to develop or maintain policies or programs and

pro ide workers with information and Insmuaion re arding workplace violence and harassment. Section 32.0.4 requires

employers who a. e, or  ught to oe a are, that domestic violence could expose a  orker to violence to take every

reasonable precaution to protect ;' a worker.

[62] Section 32. .  imposes ;  w on a._ Ttuployer to protect workers from workplace violence. Workplace violence is

defined in section 1 nr  ie OHSA v follows:

(a) The exercise of ohysica. .wee by a peceon against a worker, in a workpl ce, that causes or could ca se physical

injury to the  orker



(b) An aitsmpi co e ercise sb icei scree egamst a worker; in a workplace, that could cause physical injury to the

worker,

(c) A statemeu: or behavio w that it is reasonable for a worker to interpret as a threat to exercise physical force against

the worker, in a workplace, ifca  soald c use  hysical injury to the worker.

[63] There is conflicting eviaence as to   aether Mr. Gammie held a post that was pointed, or poked Mr. Wonderlich with

it, or intended to challenge Mr. IraAM an so - fight, or banged on his car  indow with such force as to raise a risk of

damage to the  inno  or of  o . t so Mr. Aics/ inan. I am not satisfied, on a balance of probabilities, that Mr. Gammie was

violent or made dareass of violence that reasonably caused Town officials, staff, or members of the  ublic to fear for their

safety.

[64] Section 273(1) and £2) cf sne Municipal Act pro ide:

Application 'to queen by-lav/

273(1) Upon the eye, leaden :M sweason,; w Superior Court of Justice may quash a by-law of a municipality in whole or

in part for illegality. 3101. c. 3: a 273(1).

Definition

(2)   In this  ection, /'  includ s an order or resolution. 2001, c. 25, s. 273(2).

[65] Section 239(11 of she Municipal Act ore /ides that all meetings shall be open to me public and then provides a series

of exceptions, none cf w ich aas   so sh s ca x,

[66] Section 241 cf the Municipal Act exssressiy permits the head of Council, or other presiding officer, to expel a person

fo  improper conduct at a Meeting. Ho ever i  does not give the head of council or other presidin  offer the right to ban a

person from all munici al  rone pa or  ll fu sre meetings.

[67] Where a sc eel :1c. power lima in   sseuute, other than as an instance of a more wnerai power, it cannot be a plied

arbitrarily with a b oaae  and so s : genarsl e riect. Despite attending  ultiple meetings, xri. Gammie was never asked to

leave. The 2013 idasomtion, in . . owing Mn iwsmrnie from all municipal meetings and  ii  unicipal property, involved an

exercise of powers beyond the:: granted u, a municipality by s. 241. it was therefore beyond me Town s jurisdiction.

[68] Bad faith : .s aedm- .wreasenasiy and arbitrarily and  ithout the degree of fai  ess, frankness, openness, and

impartiality requu m l government.   Illegality  in section 273 of the Municipal Act includes By-laws

passed in bad fair-

[6S] Two o  the most import: s: Medela c: good faith are ' frankness and impartiality.   Not inviting input from

affected persons baxo: a passing t By  fixate a ainst a fi ding of frankness and im artiality but is not

determinative.  Ci cumstance:  ay juebriy not c .    input. In the present case, Counsel was justified in not inviting

input from Mr. Gammie,  hose : /.cut r y -ecipitated the resolution, and could reasonably have been

expected to be rep W:. ea if in ut • t c been inv ted from him.

[70] Bad faith includes arbitrary or unfair conduct and the exercise of power to serve private purposes at the expense of

the public interest.i do net ft r. trust Corusii’s conduct was arbitrary or unfair to Mr. Gammie, or that it served private

purposes at the expense cf .w  Cue 2013 Resolutions was prompted by  r. Gammie s unreasonable

conduct, wnich wwt trim m_ - cm m conduct its public business. While me resolution was overbroad, the

eviaence dees not ..u. or: - . - _ wwwated to eliminate  issent, or to eliminate a political opponent who

challenged Conned s cecisiem. . o could wwe hurt the councillors’ chances of re-election.

[71] There is 11 i.u noun:: a . utaied by Mr. Gamrnie’s conduct and p;ws-d me 2013 Resolution so that

they would net hav  to poiic: ; .; m cf tiawr meetin s. Toe fact that this ha_  e collateral effect of impairing

M . Gammie’s abbb y to crick w . rid not give rise to a conflict of interest, nor rencer the resolution an abuse



of public office. If :uis were  o:  ;r-c, Ccunci: .rould be unable to take any steps to restrain dissent, even to the limited

extent necessary tc anaoie it to r - ucuc: its b siness.

[72] Section 1 Tine Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and freedoms set out in it, subject to

such reasonable limits as preset red by l v; as can be demonstrated in a free and democratic society. Section 2 of the

Charter provides:

2. Everyone has the foiict d • t  mndanev ui freedoms:

(b) freedo  of .cm_ nc, dm ,  u r n r m expression, including freedom of the press and other media of

communication;

(c) freedom of ynaceful ass.: si.yc

7. Everyone has the right s: 1 ice, iibex   d security of the person and the right not to be deprived thereof except in

accordance with thi pbnci ler rrcrmw.ru disace.

[73] The 2013 Ewowdcn i s  . wc wr. Gacr ie from all municipa;  ro erty. It thus pre/enting him from participating in,

or attending, Council  eedngs   the future. T e issue  as whether the resolution infrin e  his rights as  uaranteed by

sections 2(b] sndJZ cf the Charter

[74] The resolution restricted . rr, Gammttcs freedom to attend and participate in public Council meetin s and therefore

limited his freedom ofassenbT . a  ex ression.

(i) Section 2G)

[75] The Supreme Court c; Canada Iwu ,  s ibed a rwo-step inquiry to determine  hetner an individual s freedom of

expression has been infringed. Toe first ste  voives a determination of whether the individual’s activity falls within the

freedom of expression. The  ets ;C step i . irmine whether the  urpose or the effect of the impugned government

action is  o restrict Tu  freshen

[76] The 2013 Resolution w: s enacted " 1 Town. It was therefore prescribed by  w.  Munici alities are, by their

nature, "government.1' in Gocibo.it Lou. Gity of), LaForest J., writing for a minority of the Court (the majority

havin  dealt  ith the case undet o  Q ei..  Ter), noted a number of characteristics drat make municipalities

"governmental". Tf -y  .w Je: _ we_iy ensued, have general taxing powers, and are empowered to make, administer and

enforce laws. Mcs. w.mortsm .-j

...;... .. . '• . I. !r..: ur   ¦   . w n. ... . red on them by

provincial len.-wcu.   ,. cu . _ u.w. men  e;  eme otheonwe  ave to  erfor  tnemselves. Since the Canadian

Charter ..¦n... .... . cw: n e;u ..... . n my .. woentities upon which

thej comer gouermr .ua. to ... T o.  r.--. ¦ _xoo.T ;.

[77] In determir    whether . Garnmie s  ight to attend public Council Meetings is p otected by the Charter s

guarantee of freede  w asssr.Wo end  hether his ri ht to participate in and peacefully protest at such meetings is

protected by the Charter’:, gus, u me of the freedom of e pression, the court must address four questions, as explained by

Justice L’Heureux-T ; G s apd: order: of Irwin Toy Ltd. v. Quebec (Attorney-General) in Canada v. Commonwealth

Committee.

[78] The first quesuon is out- w  ere u  y expressive activity. The second is whether the expression takes an

unprotected form, men as view ' -¦ cr tnreato of violence. If protected expression is in issue, two questions arise. Was the

purpose of 2013 Resolution to u .idee the  x w ssion and, if not, did it have the effect cf restrictin  expression?

Whether there wasmtnression

[73  .0 . if: u r.  son;. ;_w .... wa.mM  =....1: .me- expression to the end

of pro  w . w: - xt w_: elfwTkCwowm   wmbCdn wm ewo.g o pdng to



convey, -

express:;

exnressi;

; v .. lev. .re range of

l;e c: a rigv; of freedom of

1: / or crner inaividuals. 

[so; z
of tee 7c

view.

:e for the residents

can be different

Did the e  ression rake an tv.or; cected for   

[81] In ComrniiV-.  . f r Cor.rro :.. vreclrh v. f rr.ada, aoove, the Supreme Court of Canada dealt with the issue of access to

state-owned proper '/ as free evn.nssron. Th- reven judges divided into three approaches as desertoea by Justice McLachlin,

as she then was, wha sooke fer d re of roe seven judges.

[82] Justice IdHeureux-Dub: rok th  a proach that all expressions on public property fall within s*-2(b) of the Charter,

with the result that any restriciio .s which inte d to or have the effect of limiting free expression, must be justified by the

government under s. 1. Chief Juvice Lamer  as of the view that free expression applies only if the proposed expression

does not unduly im j h me f .nna sf the g varnrnen: property in question. Justice McLachlin defined a middle ground

between the t o ap ¦ r: ~ anes:

The test for whether s. 2(b) a  .

restriction at issue fail . If me g:

hich it can he n

and Freedoms is d sC.. ,

freedom of expres.

the expression in   ~ ,

free expression. These were neC

social and politiced deaisio -eaa.f

: ;o protee: expression in a particular forum depends on the class into which the

. ernments sexpose is to restrict the content of expression through limiting the forums in

impermissible1 . The result, under Lie Canadian Charter of Rights

1 „ 1 er. id, the restriction is content-neutral, ic may  ell not infringe

. me laid do n in Irwin Toy requires that the claimant establish that

woe a c m nner) promote one of the purposes underlying the guarantee of

x: in :rvA,. Toy (at p. 976) as: (1) the seeking and obtainin  of truth; (2) participation in

...g and (3) me encour  ement of diversity in forms of individual self-fulfillment and

human flourishing by cultivating a tolerant, welcoming environment for the conveyance and reception of ideas. Onlx if the

claimant c n sstaoTrr a hnv see yean me , mr m ihe rorzim m ; :<w " t r public exy- r'oor  arid at j&osi one of these

purpca.es is rhe rirk.mnt emhmr : vra rc -:. acn or s. 2fb) oi Lne Charter. [Emphasis  eaec]

[83] Despite the n  indg -r t en  e re: e-: aifferent ap roaches to s. 2(b) which they reflect, the Supreme Court s

decision in CcrriTrdiar  or Tea..  ; verhac s..e torts die co clusion  at the 2013 Resolution,  o  prohibiting Mr. Gammie

fro  attending or 'omticipatiug   my douns : _\CeeLngs, enn-tled hi  ro the protection ci s. 2(b). The act or entering the

Council Chambers meets die Iwm- 1 inieramv ao   iden Justice L’Henreux-Dube applied to the freedo  of expression. The

expressio  meets tea middle g me  r:dr tienf oy  usdee  cLachim, v/itn  hom two od.er judges agreed, because

attendance in me C: v. til dm .r  n '¦ Car: d / xocus of civic activity, includin  demons nations of dissent, promotes the

participation in sem ;nd non:: . necisic -: .aCdng up  o the point where it  ould become violent, disruptive and

unprotected. Similar:/, up to :w .km whew-: becomes violent, disruptive or unprotected, it meets the narrowest of the

three tests set by Chief Justice k - n.er:

In  y opinion, the "frsedern   . / or. an mm unai  a / .iave to contiL iicate m a place uwc oy the govern ent must

necessaril  be circs '. .scribed : < " a vt:a. sc: ..: :.ie iaa.ee and or  e cmxens as a whoie „mviduai will only be free to

communicate in a [,. ;e cwrwa :cas..a.- I tc; form of expression ne uses is compatime . -.th the principal function or

intended purpose of m-x place

[84] The Town e -..ended fin ne expression which the 2013 Resolution sought to prohibit were not compatible with the

principal function „: vxenaen . •.::uose of C a.moil Cha bers. It presented t o arguments, base  on its complaints

concerning Mr. Cc Vs ossc u wmn

[851 Because th ; V13 R-s )I. :  n i as  . . w sense to Mr. Gammie havin  engaged in  nprotected expression, the  own

argued that it prohi a /   vide at evinee as. hd not  erit the protection of free speech: Irwin Toy, above at p.607:  While



t  t jLiar L -c of    ' ¦ ¦ =) press;on   . locls oo 00 00111 of oxprossiorij coris-roly  IoIgbcg os & iGini 01 GxprGssion I cccivcs no

such protection. 

[86] Additionally, the Town : . wed that hh  Gammie s intended conduct was not protected because it would have

interfered with the sights of cthe c incGGns tse members of Council, to express themselves by attending Council meetings

and conducting the business cf tic hown ws.. c  /ti. Gciriiiriie denioixSirated his dissent rioi,_ tixeir decisions.

[87] I will  eel wi h each of these arguments in turn.

[881 With rega c tc the arga*. n m; 1 - -somtion prohibited unprotected ex ression because Mr. Gammie had

previously engaged in unDroser e _s . .  ust b  noted tnat  r. Garnmie was never chaiged with a cri in l offence

in relation to his cc bssct at C re past, nor with an Gire cs u der  he Tres ass to Prop rty Act,  or

re usi g to Gave vs"  ~ esccrtsG '    i i_os.:.    sneeting, or probibricCi iroiTi remaining u: atLarid uce  t such    eetin .

[gbl  damn \
Resolution ;c ¦ ioia

att ndance.    ...-

. s sWGb cl Charter . .. r .  eu e sebs the 2013

eer ' G.es. G  ; . attendance at

. . ...... seen: .s .-t . r . ss ; oial ban on

.. e..c nans s. 2 c . _.e:e er tne i  e me >blb Resolution

[90] The Town   ans er to ttis fact th t t. s 2013 Resolution restricted protected, as veti as unprotected, expression at

Council meetings was scat   rase id on sac b si ting only violent or illegal activity woul  not have had any effect. It would

not have put Mr. Gammie ns ant sifter an: a position man other citizens, who may exercise their freedom of expression at

Council  eetin s oily if they tic : o oeacefG v. and ca  be removed if they commit a cri inal offence or express

themselves in a wa hat is insm istan: taut, tv  lawful use of the  roperty. Such a resolution, they argued, would have left

the Town  ith no s s tar to pa wv x oscan a , n meeu gs or to protect public officials, siaii, and members of the public in

advance.

[91] The To n fw x r argueh ;.w a the lab as itesciution, by banning Mr. Gammie, was  enerous to him, having regard to

the fact that there •« mu  rout.is at1 bGRiw .has he had assaulted Committee members, staff, or members of the public, and

disrupted Council an awangs, G is a Town Is  .   entitied ao ban disruptive indi iduals, in order to preserve order, it would

have :o arrest ever  c -: who co  niaaed a hr aast or disru tive act, subjecting them to harsr.er criminal liability.
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[9l5j I now mm m ms thir  msrasr; in h vin Toy, the purpose of the limitation. Mr. Garnmie argued that the purpose of

the 2013 Resolution was to rstnim iris Ge-nmn of expression. I do not accept that this was its purpose. The Town s

argument that it was n tin  to  revent  r. Grnunie from doing w at he had done previously must be viewed in the context

of his conduct at previous meetings. Agains  mis back round, I find that the purpose of tne resolution was to prevent.

disruptive conduct and de onstr tions, that is, an unprotected form of expression.

The effect of the resrimlon

[96] Once t e ourouse of me r somticn is   etermined, it is still necessary to examine its effect. I find that the 2013

Resolution’s effect wt s to limn thectea e, , ession, by prohibitin   r. Gammie from entering Council Chambers

alto ether. It thereiorr violated . r. Gaur mn t right to free expression.

Was the 2013 Re  .  proterxm dy sM of. tne Charter

[97] Section 1 Charter pro ides:

1. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees me rights and free oms set out in it subject only to

such reasonable linns  orescbbc . '• j i .r ar , P  demonstrated in a free and democratic society.

[98] Any limit on r Charter rn ht must m r-c the two criteria set out in R. v. Oakes in order to be regarded as a reasonable

limit. That is,

(1) The object.' m nhich the dmn is designed to serve must be of sufficient importance to warrant overriding a

constitutionally prc:es-ed right; a .d

(2) The means : nsen  o a n R Ida oo ec me are reasonably and demonstrably justifies.

[99] The Suprem  Court, in u rd v Barre  n du Quebec, held, in the context of judicial revie , that in assessin  whether

an  djudicated decision viola es the Charter :cures should not apply the Oakes test integrally; rather, in applyin  the

reasonableness standard of remsit must determine  hether the decision-maker disproportionately, and therefore

unreasonably, limitm die Charter rignt.

[100] Agom m
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Tim re objectiv s am
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nected tc the objective mat it was designee

. air the right or freedo  in question as little

r  oojective of maintaining a safe public so

I pair nis right to mat freedom as little  s a

so   property holder also has

preserve order at its meetings.

- ed right. I find that the 2013

find that the first criterion of

t be carefully desi ned to

abjective that the limitation is

.me as possible. Finally, there

: co serve. It cannot be said,

as possible. Since the Town

ace, and its effect was to restrict

cssibie, and only to the extent

[103] The Town C: wcei: cca.d: an sl otad, ave passed a resoluuo a mu: restricted M_   n ie’s right to enter the

Council dn noers da : anore  .i  mi n. ni.e: For exa ple, a resolmmn could have prca„. _ =c only his attendance at

Council needa.gs . da  e crum nn icai, .   u a signs rnounted on r m oacldn s, or  .ed his communication with

me bers of Ccur d ;o  e cond i a of denna  Chambers, and in acco  ance with the wings of the Chair of such

Meetings, or resuiaud vis cornu, wreaden a um Town scaff to business  curs and at Towm Cffices or Council Chambers or,

as i  the mire Rescon, vain -um.am raff. Havi   regard to the availability of such measures, all of which would be



less restrictive then t e resciu hr.. .: e: was rr ¦ sec ih.z  o n cannot establish, on a balance of probabilities, that the limit in

its resolution was ne .eastrcs:;. t.'ve possiol The In ngement caused by the resolution therefore could not have been

justified under s.l.

[104] In R. v. Serntue and 'Hire ..:; ., Xnaza  1,, held that   notice that the City of Toronto issued under the Trespass to

Property Act against t vo preset me, rnern  re m an organization that had been disruptive a d violent at a previous

demonstration, which orohibi tec. me e, also -*y, from entering Nathan Phili s Square t/ ere City Hall was located, was

overbroac ar.    - a the : g . ee expression under s 2 of the Charter ana could not be justified under jn

i of tne Charter. .     rustic „ r- .n  p rsua ive and apt i  the present case.

Fjy ' u .

[103; Tne 2C13.
freedom of e>: re;

Charter

[w . Crr hm a.

Charter . .

he 2113 lies

CONCLUSION hlah: OILDLL.

[107] For the foregelig reasa.. h t  ne 27 I- a d 2013 Resolutions not been revoked by the 2014 Resolution, Mr.

Gammie s appiicar: on to quas.. 2012 Ftest.udon would have been dismissed, and his a plication to quash the

2013 Resolution would have sew: allo ed.

[108] As success it. me applies a an v/ouid have been divided, each party shall bear his/ics oven costs of the

application.

. . ; • ¦ 3 re    . . h , .a v  • p. Ns right to

a   assema. ac e: s     e Charter  na ecuid  s: h  Lsdfled  aaer sJl of the

: _ m - - .her=  e rest of    pual  Is free to arena engages section 7 of the

e : . : place ha a manner ccnsiste  with the pah..;  ur ose for that space.
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